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NYCentral Modeler
The NYCentral Modeler focuses on providing information about modeling of the railroad
in all scales. This issue features articles, photos, and reviews of NYC-related models and
layouts. The objective of the publication is to help members improve their ability to
model the New York Central and promote modeling interests. Contact us about doing an
article for us. mailto:NYCSHS@verizon.net
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New York Central System Historical Society

The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several
former employees of the New
York Central Railroad. The
NYCSHS is chartered as a nonprofit corporation under the laws
of the state of Ohio. The vision of
the NYCSHS is to be the
preferred source of information
and products related to the New
York Central System. The mission
of the NYCSHS is to perpetuate
the legacy of the New York
Central System by acquiring and
preserving its history, traditions,
documents, and artifacts; and by
disseminating accurate information and products consistent
with good stewardship.

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS. The
Central Headlight is only available
to members, and each issue
contains a wealth of information
each quarter. From steam to diesel
(and electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline to
mainline, the Central Headlight
covers them all. Our Annual
Meetings
focus
on
the
preservation of New York Central
railroad history with informative
speakers, presentations, and tours.
The Society also has many NYC
reference books and drawings
available for purchase. Membership is open to all; so don't delay;
join today! www.nycshs.net
Or you may download a membership form at:
https://nycshs.org/nycshsmembership/

Board of Directors
Nick Ariemma, J. Epperson, J.
P. Burgess, T.R. Gerbracht,
S.H. Lustig, D.T. Mackay, R.C.
Schiring, D. Staplin, R.L.
Stoving, J.C. Suhs, M.K.
Vescelus, N.F. Widdifield
Directors Emeriti:
J.P. Quinlivan (Founder)
D. Simonaitis, R.J. Barrett

Editor:
Noel Widdifield
Associate Editor: Bob Shaw
Engineering Dept.: Manuel
Duran-Duran
Harmon Files:
Larry Faulkner
O-Gauge Model Railroading:
Bob Shaw
Early Car Shop: Kyle Coble
Layout Drawing Artist:
Frank Knight

Your membership gets you four

The NYCSHS Modelers Committee
We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Dave Staplin, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Mackay,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Seth Lakin,
Larry Grant, Ralph Schiring, Alex Schneider, Charles Newton, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released over 300 models at up to 20% off MSRP to our members and have sold more than
3,200 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, N-scale, and
O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale models to be
released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for more
information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: NYCSHS.net
We have released many new NYC models over the last eight years, but if you have some ideas for
us, contact us at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
NYCentral Modeler
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Greetings from the NYCSHS President
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President
We are celebrating the 50th anniversary of the New York Central System Historical Society this year. What
a milestone to achieve! I’ve been reflecting on those 50 years in modeling the New York Central, and how
much has changed. I actually started trying to model the NYC in 1964, so I’ve been at it for 55 years. It was
a difficult journey back then, as there wasn’t much available to go by. I remember trying to paint a Varney
F-3 in lightning stripe with a small brush and Testors enamel. Microscale decals didn’t exist back then.
Unfortunately, my paper route didn’t provide enough income to purchase the Gilbert Hudson that my
local hobby shop had in the window back then either. It wasn’t easy.
The NYCSHS was introduced to me in the 1980s and I immediately joined. Our Central Headlight magazine
was THE source for prototype information for many, many years, and still provides us with great
information to use in our modeling. We now have plans, photos, and so much more available from the
Society to help us in our efforts. It is a tribute to all those volunteers who’ve worked so hard to record all
this material for posterity.
It is a great time to model the NYCS, as there are a lot of very accurate equipment, structures, and
accessories available, either new or recently offered. I wish many of these models were offered on a
continuous basis, but that’s not how it works today. You have to purchase what you think you want
immediately, or do without. To that end, I always have something “on order” to make my collection and
modeling better. Having the Modeling Committee work to provide us with structures and equipment
makes sourcing prototype so much better, and my modeling more accurate. To them, we all owe a debt of
gratitude. We also have this wonderful NYCentral Modeler to provide information and inspiration for
modelers.
Back when the Society was founded, it was all NYC railroaders; today we are mostly NYCS modelers. It is
up to us to perpetuate the memory and preservation of the New York Central System, since if we don’t do
it, no one will. If you have a desire to be an active part of our organization, please contact me. We have a
lot to offer to those who participate.
It has been a great trip looking back at the 50 years, but remember…the New York Central is the Road to the
Future, and you can be a part of that future with us.

NYCentral Modeler
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From the Cab
I have modeled trains for over 70 years, starting with
American Flyer, moving to HO-scale with five layouts
and finally to Large Scale in 1998.
When my wife and I began planning for our home on
Chesapeake Bay, I made sure that I included a room
large enough for a 1/29” scale NYCS layout.
When the house was completed, I began the
construction of a NYC layout, modeling from
Bellefontaine, OH to Indianapolis, IN on the Big Four. I
completed that fully landscaped, signaled and detailed
railroad in 2015. It was just what I had always dreamed
of having. I also completed a 1/20.3 narrow gauge
outdoor layout about the same time.
Now facing what we all face eventually, we decided it
was time to give up the large house in the country and
move to a condo in Leesburg, VA to be closer to our
children and have less to care for in a house.
That means that the layout must go. I have begun the
process of getting the trains ready for sale and taking
down my pride and joy of a layout. So in March 2020,
my best friend and I will complete those tasks. I will
move many of the locos and a few cars to shelves being
constructed to display some of my locos and rolling
stock at our new place in Leesburg and our condo in
Florida. It is a sad day for me, but a new opportunity
for appreciating NYCS modeling in a different way.
Send us an email today and tell us about the plans for
your railroad. You can also call me at 703-407-3059 or
email me at NYCSHS@verizon.net, to find out more or
to express interest. We hope to hear from you.
Thanks, Noel
Editor, NYCentral Modeler

NYCSHS Publications & Info

The NYCentral Modeler
This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose
of providing NYCS modeling information. It is a
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –
- all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for
personal use only. It is not for sale.
We encourage articles and photos submitted for
publication. Materials submitted are considered to
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her
representative(s). The Society reserves the right to
reject, for any reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO. We
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-,
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales,
but want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission information
and guidelines. We have a style guide to be used
for articles and will send it to any aspiring author.
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x
480 pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.
Statements and opinions made are those of the
authors and don’t necessarily represent those of the
Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information is
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be sent to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/New-YorkCentral-System-Historical-Society302109173240295/

NYCSHSFacebook

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trg6000@roadrunner.com

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Mackay: mackdave@optimum.net
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NYCSHS Announces a New Exciting Book

Know Thy Early Mohawks
By Tom Gerbracht

standard freight hauler on the railroad and
lasted into 1957, the very end of the
railroad’s steam operations. The Mohawk
type locomotive was the third type of the
famous New York Central steam
triumvirate,
consisting
of
Hudsons,
Mohawks, and Niagaras. The large quantity
of 600 Mohawks operated by the Central,
and their long service life, requires two
books to adequately describe and
document the Mohawk type. The final book
describing the triumvirate, consisting of
“late” Mohawks, is on schedule for release
in 2020.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Detailed history of NYC Early
Mohawks (1916 - 1930) from official
Railroad Record Cards and official
NYC drawings
Over 250 pages and 200 photographs,
many previously unpublished, data,
drawings and a 32-page color section
Written by Tom Gerbracht, NYCSHS
director and former president
Hard cover with complete Early
Mohawks' history
Limited publication run
Very limited quantity of numbered and
signed copies available as a separate
store item

This hard cover book completely
documents the New York Central’s early
Mohawks, built in the period 1916 through
1930. The early Mohawks became the

Know Thy Early Mohawks describes the
original landmark design and its evolution
through the L-2D class of 1930. The design
is compared with predecessor freight
locomotives used by the Central and
contemporary Mountain types used by
other major railroads. The book contains
over 200 high quality photographic images,
many previously unpublished, and data,
drawings, and documentation from the
official New York Central files that will be
useful to modelers and historians. A 32page color section is included.
Books are in stock now.

MSRP $79.95 NYCSHS Members $63.96
Shipping is $10.00 for US buyers and
Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax
Non-US buyers pay actual shipping
costs

6

Dealer Inquires Welcome at NYCSHS@verizon.net

ORDER FORM

Know Thy Early Mohawks

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________

City and State/Province:_______________________________________________________________

Country:_____________________________________Zip/Mail Code:__________________________

Phone Number or Email address(Required)_____________________________________________

NYCSHS Membership # (For Discount) ___________________# of Copies___________________

Amount Enclosed:_______________ Ohio residents add 8% sales tax.

For additional information contact us at: NYCSHS@verizon.net

Mail to:
NYCSHS, Know Thy Early Mohawks
P.O. Box 328, Shady Side, MD 20764

Single Book Prices
NYCSHS
Non-Member
Shipping & Handling
Ohio
Member
Price
Cost
Sales Tax
$63.95
$79.95
$10.00
8%
Non-Us Buyers will pay actual shipping costs. They will be calculated in the Collinwood Shop.

Limited Edition Signed Copy
Members price & non-member price: $250 plus $10.00 S&H – Ohio residents add 8% Ohio Sales
Tax Non-US Buyers must pay actual shipping costs. For mail in orders send email to:
NYCSHS@verizon.net for shipping cost.

Dealer Inquires Welcome at NYCSHS@verizon.net
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Steve Lasher/ Russ Weis – It Is So Ugly We Named It Piglet

Page 31

Steve Lasher was born in Cleveland; he developed an early interest in the
NYC. After stints of working for the Rock Island and then Cotton Belt, a career
change led to a 30-year career in nursing. He currently resides in
Jeffersonville, IN and derives great pleasure from making Russ Weis cringe
with new improvements and projects.
Russ is a retired airline pilot, but I always had a love of trains. Growing up in
the Detroit area, my father at my request would take me to the Michigan
Central station to watch the trains come and go.
It is no wonder why he wanted to model the New York Central with Buffalo
being the main focal point of the layout for all the possibilities with
operations.

Seth Lakin – NYC’s Former MC&CS Waycars – Part 2

Page 65

Seth Lakin grew up a few blocks away from the crossing of NYC's
Water Level Route and Michigan Central mainline at Porter, IN.
However his earliest railroad memories are not of NYC trains, but of
diesels of the late 1970s and early 1980s Conrail. This is Seth’s ninth
article as he continues to share his modeling talents with us. Seth is on
the NYCSHS Model Committee and is a prolific modeler.

Jeff English – Rutland Vans (Cabooses) #25 -37

Page 47

Jeff is a long time member of the NYCSHS and a member of the NYCSHS
Modeling Committee.

Al Werner – Making a NYC Wheel Car, Lot 756-B – Part One

Page 53

Al was born in Vincennes, IN, in 1939 and raised in Sturgis, MI from 1948 until
1957. He received a degree in Chemical Engineering and joined Corning Glass
Works in 1960. Eventually he became Chief Glass Technologist for Consumer
Products Division and retired after a great career lasting thirty-five years. He
has been married to the same great woman since 1960 and has two grown
kids and five grand children.

He has enjoyed trains ever since he can remember. He likes every phase of model railroading.

Presently he is building a model railroad based on the Elkhart, IN station area. It will be thirteen
by forty-eight feet and he is reusing many of the components from the previous layout. The
centerpiece of the new railroad will be a model of the Elkhart station. He has made three trips to
NYCentral Modeler
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Elkhart to take lots of pictures and dimensions. He has also purchased two Lines West Station
kits offered by the Society and says they are a terrific source of components. He reports that the
instructions are second to none.

Bob Shaw – Overhauling The Mighty Berk

Page 36

A native of Schenectady, NY, Bob’s interest the New York Central
began as a boy peering out of the window of his dad’s Studebaker
as they drove by the huge ALCO Works. He marveled at the size of
the new steam engines he saw, many with NYC markings, and was
pleased when Santa left a “real” Lionel 2026 steam engine set.
Bob likes to “talk trains” with friends as a member of TCA (Train Collectors Association),
LOTS (Lionel Operating Train Society), and NYCSHS.
Bob wrote 16 previous layout articles about building his NYC Water Level Route layout and
restoring Lionel engines. In Part 17 of his O-Gauge Model Railroading column, Bob
overhauls a limited run “Mighty Berk” 726RR that was only produced in 1952.
Retired from careers as a corporate communications manager and special education teacher,
Bob and his wife Wanda live in southern Michigan. Bob heads a LLC that provides
marketing and communications consulting to global clients

Bob Chapman – NYCS Shines at the Chicagoland RPM

Page 62

Bob Chapman is a lifelong model railroader, currently modeling in HO his
hometown Cincinnati with its seven fallen flags – B&O, C&O, L&N, NYC,
N&W, PRR, and SR. He enjoys writing about the hobby, with over 80
published articles in Model Railroader, Railroad Model Craftsman, Mainline
Modeler, and several historical societies, along with co-authoring the book
L&N Passenger Trains.
On the prototype, Bob achieved his lifelong dream as a licensed steam locomotive engineer,
running for ten years on Michigan’s narrow gauge Huckleberry Railroad followed by Iowa’s
Boone & Scenic Valley Railroad.
Bob attended the University of Cincinnati and Stanford University, and enjoyed a 34-year
career with Dow Corning in Midland, Michigan in finance, product development, business

NYCentral Modeler
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management, and as Chief Information Officer. He and Barb currently reside in Highlands
Ranch, Colorado.

David Howarth – A Model Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division – Part 7
Page 56

This is David’s seventh part of a multi-part series on his designing and
constructing a layout of the West Shore in Australia. David is a long-time
NYCSHS member and is very active in the Australasian Region of the
NMRA. His layout is in 1/48-scale, and he even built a new building to
house the layout. His passion for the NYCS comes from his interest in railmarine interface centered on the New York harbor area. He is also a longtime member of the Rail-Marine Information Group. He continues to
provide updates to his NYCS layout in this continuation of the series.

Imagine Yourself Pictured Here with the Title of Your Article and Page #

We know that you are a great modeler and we would love to see some of your work here in
the NYCentral Modeler. Articles are pretty easy to do and our readers would love to hear
about your layout, collection of modeling skills.
All it takes is for you to spend some time to take photos of your layout and then to write
about it. Developing an outline helps keep you on track. Or if you are building something
for your hobby, just take photos as you build and then write the article from the photos. If
you have a collection, just take some time to photograph some of your favorites and then
just write about how and why you have collected what you have.
We are prepared to help you do this. All you need to do is contact us and we will provide
the help and guidance that will allow you to write a great article to share with all of us.
We are interested in any scale and welcome interesting and unusual modeling. We would
welcome your layout, collection or modeling article. Of course we want lots of photos and
captions for each photo to share with our readers.
Step up and begin writing an article for us today. You will love seeing your name and
article title here and seeing your hobby showcased in the magazine.

NYCentral Modeler
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Hall of Heroes- Several of our new authors will receive our
NYCSHS Magazine Writer T-Shirt for their first article in the
magazine.
Russ Weis, Steve Lasher, Jeff English, and Al Werner join our
Hall of Heroes and receive a T-shirt
Below you see the logo for the types of models that NYCSHS president, Dave Mackay refers
to as “Stand In” models. These models represent NYCS equipment, but do not necessarily
provide the complete detail that is found in truly prototypical models that we offer in the
Collinwood Shop when they are available. Look for these ready-to-run models when you
cannot find an exact model. Exact models offer the fine detail that approximated the NYCS
real thing.

Look for this logo in the Collinwood Shop

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”

Tell us what you think this might be and who the manufacturer might be. Send your answers to
NYCSHS@verizon.net

Coming Soon!!
This is a publicitly shot of
the
ALCoSchenectady,
NYC
K-5b,
#4915, James
Whitcomb Riley,
shot at Chicago,
IL.

Watch for an
announcement
for this upcoming add-it
ion
to
the
expanding
collection
of
NYC
Locomotive digital
photos on flash

drives.

NYC Locomotive Photo Collections “Streamliners”

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler 2019 Authors – Hall of Heroes

1st Qtr. 2019 Authors (From top left to right) - Will Tajibnapis, Vinny DeRoberts, Brian Marotta,
David Howarth, Bob Shaw, Bob Chapman

2nd Qtr. 2019 Authors (From top left to right) – Stan Madyda, Tom Long, Bob Shaw, Dean Apostal,
Dave Staplin, Nick Ariemma

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler 2019 Authors – Hall of Heroes

3rd Qtr. 2019 Authors (From top left to right) Hugh Gillaume, Ed Enyedy, Rev. Ron Walters, Kyle
Coble, Bob Chapman, Rich Stoving, Bob Shaw

4th Qtr. 2019 Authors (From top left to right) – Howie Mann, Seth Lakin, Bob Shaw, Bob Chapman,
Noel Widdifield, Dennis Regan

Hall of Heroes- All will receive our brand new NYCSHS Magazine Writer
T-Shirt.
NYCentral Modeler

(See logo that is on the shirt above)
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Z-Scale Rolling Stock

NYC/P&LE USRA Heavy Mikado

American Z Line (AZL)

There were 233 original USRA Heavy 2-8-2's built
plus another 957 copies, covering 23 railroads. It
was an extremely successful design. The USRA
Heavy Mikados used pretty much the same
running gear as the Light Mike’s, but the boilers
were 10 inches larger in diameter and they had
larger cylinders as well. Tractive effort was about
10% higher for the heavy 2-8-2's.
As for the USRA Light Mikados, the USRA built
625 total, with 641 copies built after the USRA
ended control. With copies, over 50 railroads used
the USRA Light 2-8-2's.
BLI's models follow the original designs
closely. Railroad specific variations are not
modeled on these locomotives. In most instances
we offer two locomotive numbers for each railroad.
Features:
•

•

NYC Lightweight Cars – 13 cars

•

They have released 4 sleepers, 2 diners, 2
Baggage, 2 mail, 1 coach, & 2 observation cars.

•

MSRP TBA Expected TBA

•

N-Scale Locomotives

•

BLI

•
•
•
•
•

NEW Paragon3 Sound & Operation System
FEATURING ROLLINGTHUNDERTM wit
h Authentic Sounds and Prototypical
Operation in both DC and DCC
environments
Integral DCC Decoder with Back EMF for
Industry Best Slow Speed Operation in DC
and DCC
Precision Drive Mechanism engineered for
continuous heavy load towing and smooth
slow speed operation
Premium Caliber Painting with Authentic
Paint Schemes
Prototypical Light Operation with Golden
White LED Headlight
Die Cast Body with Die Cast chassis for
Maximum Tractive Effort
Traction Tires for Additional Tractive
Effort
(2) Operating MicroTrains #1015 or
Compatible Couplers
Separately Applied Handrails, Ladders,
Whistle, and Brass Bell
Will Operate on Code 55, 70, and 80 Rail
Minimum Radius: 9.75 inches

MSRP $329.99 Expected In Stores Now

NYCentral Modeler
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The IHB did not roster any H-6 USRA Mikes. IHB
400-424 were all H-5 Mikes. Nothing on this model
is correct but the wheel arrangement.
MSRP $329.99 Expected In Stores Now
https://www.broadway-limited.com
NYC/IHB USRA Light Mikado

N-Scale Rolling Stock

USRA Light and Heavy 2-8-2 designs, commonly
called Heavy Mikados and Light Mikados! There
were 233 original USRA Heavy 2-8-2's built plus
another 957 copies, covering 23 railroads. It was an
extremely successful design. The USRA Heavy
Mikados used pretty much the same running gear
as the Light Mike’s, but the boilers were 10 inches
larger in diameter and they had larger cylinders as
well. Tractive effort was about 10% higher for the
heavy
2-8-2's.

Micro Trains

As for the USRA Light Mikados, the USRA built
625 total, with 641 copies built after the USRA
ended control. With copies, over 50 railroads used
the USRA Light 2-8-2's.
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW Paragon3 Sound & Operation System
FEATURING ROLLING
THUNDERTM with Authentic Sounds and
Prototypical Operation in both DC and
DCC environments
Integral DCC Decoder with Back EMF for
Industry Best Slow Speed Operation in DC
and DCC
Precision Drive Mechanism engineered for
continuous heavy load towing and smooth
slow speed operation
Premium Caliber Painting with Authentic
Paint Schemes
Prototypical Light Operation with Golden
White LED Headlight
Die Cast Body with Die Cast chassis for
Maximum Tractive Effort
Traction Tires for Additional Tractive
Effort
(2) Operating MicroTrains #1015 or
Compatible Couplers
Separately Applied Handrails, Ladders,
Whistle, and Brass Bell
Will Operate on Code 55, 70, and 80 Rail
Recommended Minimum Radius: 9.75
inches

NYCentral Modeler

NYC 21-1 Heavyweight Sleeper
This 12-1 heavyweight sleeper car is Pullman green
with gold lettering and runs on 6-wheel passenger
trucks. Established in 1853, New York Central
operated nearly 27,000 miles of track throughout
the Great Lakes region at the height of its
operations. The railroad ran many famous
passenger trains such as the 20th Central Limited
and the Empire State Express.
MSRP $29.95 Expected In Stores Now

NYC Paired Window Coach
This 78’ heavyweight paired-window coach is
Pullman green with gold lettering and runs on 6wheel passenger trucks. Built in the 1920s by ACF,
this coach car continued to serve until the late
1950s or early 1960s before being retired.
Established in 1853, New York Central operated
nearly 27,000 miles of track throughout the Great
Lakes region at the height of its operations.
MSRP $29.95 Expected In Stores Now
https://www.micro-trains.com/

HO-Scale Locomotives
1st Quarter 2020
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BLI

NYC ALCo PA/PB

Baldwin's RF-16 Sharknose diesels distinctive
contours were inspired by Pennsy's T1 class steam
locomotive and certainly appear related to the
GG1. Known as excellent luggers, the Sharks saw
service hauling heavy ore and coal drags.
The RF-16 Shark beat the F7 with 100 additional
horsepower and tied the FA2 with 1600
horsepower.
Contrary to many reports, Baldwin diesels could be
run in MU operation with diesels built by other
makers if the units were ordered with the proper
MU equipment from the Baldwin catalog.
Second Release of these.
FEATURES:
•

•
•
•

Paragon3 Sound & Operation System
FEATURING ROLLING THUNDERTM with
Authentic Sounds and Prototypical Operation
in both DC and DCC environments
Factory Installed Engineer / Fireman Figures
ABS Body with Die Cast Chassis
Couplers: (2) Operating Kadee or Compatible
Compatible Tracks: Code 83 and 100 Rail
Minimum Operating Radius: 18 in or greate

MSRP $399.99 A/B DCC Sound Unpowered Bunit, DCC Sound A or B Unit $279.99 Expected
Now
https://www.broadway-limited.com
Rapido

NYCentral Modeler

The Alco PA series locomotives are considered by
many to be the most attractive diesel locomotives
ever produced. The PA locomotives were built by a
partnership of American Locomotive and General
Electric between 1946 and 1953. They offered two
models, the PA-1 initially followed by the PA-2.
Both were powered by Alco’s 16-cylinder 244
diesel engines generating 2,000 HP in the PA-1 and
2,250 in the PA-2.
The PA locomotives were designed to compete
with General Motors’ EMD E-units in the
passenger locomotive market. While one could
argue the ALCos won in style, they did not win in
reliability. Their 244 prime movers could not
unseat the EMD 567, and the PAs were demoted to
secondary service on many lines. Most were retired
as passenger service declined in the 1960s, and
nearly all were scrapped.

Features:
• Correct nose and roof profiles 3D-scanned
from the prototype
• Loads of roadname-specific details
• Non-dynamic brake versions,
• Full underbody piping and conduit
• Separate grab irons and handrails installed at
the factory
• Etched-metal grilles, where appropriate
• Lit number boards, headlights and green and
white class lights
• Lit control stands and full cab interior
• Operating Gyralite or red Mars light, where
appropriate
• Rapido’s proven drive system adapted from
the FA-2
• Now with a TCS Sound Decoder featuring
Rapido’s
exclusive
Alco
244
sounds,

1st Quarter 2020
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programmed to operate seamlessly with
Rapido’s other sound-equipped locomotives.
These come as DC No Sound, DCC Sound, A&B
unit sets or singles.

since the paint scheme is for the as-built car, the
sides should have four sets of latch hardware
located on the side sills for the drop-floor
mechanisms (the cars were later shopped to
convert the floors to plain flat bottom, but also
repainted into NYC).

MSRP PA/PB DCC/Sound $625.00, PA/PB DC No
Sound $425.00, PA DCC/Sound $335.00, PA DC
No Sound $225.00 Expected Fall 2020

Finally, the as-built scheme should have a black
background in the oval.

Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

MSRP $18.98 Expected Early 2020

https://rapidotrains.com/

Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

HO-Scale Rolling Stock
Accurail

NYC 40’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcar
MCRR 41’ Steel Gondola Kit
Features:
• Pre-painted body
• Plastic trucks
• Separate detail parts
• AccuMate knuckle couplers
MSRP 18.98 Single, 3-Pack $55.98 Expected Early
2020

P&LE 70-Ton Offset Hopper Kit
Features:
• Pre-painted body
• Plastic trucks
• Separate detail parts
• AccuMate knuckle couplers
The number of side panels is correct, but the
configuration of the side sills is significantly
incorrect and four of the side stakes should extend
lower than the bottom of the side sheets. Also,

NYCentral Modeler

Features:
• Pre-painted body
• Plastic trucks
• Separate detail parts
• AccuMate knuckle couplers
The paint schemes are accurate for USRA cars as
built. It appears the Accurail car is more or less
correct for the USRA double-sheathed car. While
accurate, these cars are not appropriate for most
modelers who are modeling time frames nearer to
WW II and later. They are 1919 built cars.
MSRP 18.98 Expected Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

CCC&StL 40’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcar
Features:
• Pre-painted body
• Plastic trucks
• Separate detail parts
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•

AccuMate knuckle couplers

PMcK&Y USRA Twin Hopper

The paint schemes are accurate for USRA cars as
built. It appears the Accurail car is more or less
correct for the USRA double-sheathed car. While
accurate, these cars are not appropriate for most
modelers who are modeling time frames nearer to
WW II and later. They are 1919 built cars.

Features:
• Pre-painted body
• Plastic trucks
• Separate detail parts
• AccuMate knuckle couplers

MSRP 18.98 Expected Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

MSRP 17.98 Expected Now

T&OC 40’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcar
Features:
• Pre-painted body
• Plastic trucks
• Separate detail parts
• AccuMate knuckle couplers
The paint schemes are accurate for USRA cars as
built. It appears the Accurail car is more or less
correct for the USRA double-sheathed car. While
accurate, these cars are not appropriate for most
modelers who are modeling time frames nearer to
WW II and later. They are 1919 built cars.
MSRP 18.98 Expected Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

NYC 40’ Double Door Auto Steel Boxcar
Features:
• Pre-painted body
• Plastic trucks
• Separate detail parts
• AccuMate knuckle couplers
MSRP 18.98 Expected Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/index.htm
Atlas

The three Accurail 40’ Double Sheath Wood
Boxcars are available as a 3-pack with one of each
car.
MSRP 55.98 Expected Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

NYCentral Modeler

Pullman 8-1-2 Sleeper (Assigned to the NYC)
(Onalaska Pass & Centodya car names)
In 1927, the Pullman Company introduced its Plan
3979 sleeper. This design featured 8 sections, 1
drawing room, and 2 compartments in an attempt
to balance the economy of sectional berths with an
increased desire by travelers for more privacy
options. The compartments, which included their
own sink and toilet, provided enclosed travel for
two, while the drawing room added sofa
accommodation and floor space for an additional
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passenger. The arrangement of the rooms in the car
also enabled the creation of suites for families or
larger parties through connecting doors. The
design proved very successful, with 250 cars being
produced between 1927 and 1930. These 8-1-2
sleepers were found across the country in both
pool service and dedicated assignments to many
colorful name trains from the 30s through the early
60s, with several ending their careers in OW
service.
Features:
• Full interior detailing
• Scale operating diaphragms
• Ice or Pullman Mechanical AC as appropriate
• Full, separately-applied underbody detail
(brake piping), steam traps, brake rigging, etc.)
• Scale window glass
• Detailed prototypical trucks with free-rolling
metal wheels
• Recommend 24” Radius Minimum
• AccuMate® couplers
AccuMate® couplers are made under license from
Accurail, Inc.
These cars are accurate as of the days that the
prototypes were repainted, which for Centdoya
was in August 1953. Prior to that Centdoya was
panted in Overland colors (also two-tone
grey). Onalaska Pass was repainted from Pullman
Green to NYC two-toned grey in January of 1954.
MSRP 79.98 Single Expected Early 2020
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

•

•
•

One piece plastic molded body, under frame,
brake wheel, air tank, brake cylinder, triple
valve
Free rolling trucks with metal wheels
Knuckle couplers

NYC LS&MS never owned Gla Hoppers.
MSRP 28.95 Single Expected Late Fall 2020
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount

Features:
•

•
•

One piece plastic molded body, under frame,
brake wheel, air tank, brake cylinder, triple
valve
Free rolling trucks with metal wheels
Knuckle couplers

NYC PMcK&Y never owned Gla Hoppers.
MSRP 28.95 Single Expected Late Fall 2020
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount
https://www.bowser-trains.com/
Broadway Limited

https://shop.atlasrr.com/
Bowser

LS&MS Gla 2-Bay Hoppers

Features:

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Stock Car (Sound)
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Stock cars were used to transport a variety of live
animals, such as cattle, mules, horses, as well as
hogs, sheep and calves. Animal transport was and
still is an important revenue stream for many
railroads. BLI’s K7A is a handsome reproduction of
the Pennsylvania Railroad design.
Features:
• Operating Knuckle Couplers
• Minimum Radius: 18" or greater recommended
This is a PRR design stock car. The NYCS never
had any of these cars. It is painted & lettered for
the NYC but in not a prototypical correct model for
the NYC. It is a very nice car but the NYC never
had any of these.

Each set includes road names and numbers with
enough to do three locos. wam@greatdecals.com
MSRP $10.00 Expected Delivery Now

O-Scale Rolling Stock
Menards
Menards is rapidly expanding the collection of
cars it is offering. There are very few NYCS cars
offered. None are prototypically correct.

MSRP $29.99 No Sound, $79.95 Sound Expected
Early 2020
Available in the Collinwood Shop at Members
Discount
https://www.broadway-limited.com

Features
•
•
•

Limited edition
Navigates O-27 curves
Operating couplers and sliding doors

MSRP $24.99 Expected Now

S-Scale Accessories
Great Decals

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
New decals for NYC Cab Units (1945 – 1960). EMD
E and F units in Lightning Stripe scheme, in gray,
red, and white.
Great Decals, 3306 Parkside
Terrance, Fairfax, VA 22031.

NYCentral Modeler

Features a die-cast beverage truck
Each flatcar is uniquely numbered - No two are
alike!
Compatible with all O-scale train tracks
Limited edition
Navigates O-27 curves
Premium metal trucks and wheels with
operating couplers

MSRP $24.99 Expected Now
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https://www.menards.com/main/homedecor/menards-collectibles/o-gauge-train-stufffrom-menards/c-14331.htm?vu=trains

Classic Toy Trains Nov 2019

Magazines
Classic Trains Winter 2019

“Being Detail Specific” by Stan Trzoniec pp. 25 –
29
Photo of NYC GP-9 on first page of article and
photos of some detailing projects for making
realistic scenes.
“Itinerate Agent” by Walter Smith, pp. 28 – 33
The author spent most of his long career working
for the Boston & Albany and shares the story of
that career on one of the NYC roads through two
World Wars and the depression.
Interesting
reading and lots of B&A action photos.

“Tim for Fun” by Roger Carp pp. 38 – 45
The article provides great coverage of Cathy and
Harmon Caldwell’s layout with several photos of
NYCS locomotives.

HO Collector 4th Qtr. 2019

“Head End” – Boss Of The Grips: The Life of James
H. Williams and the Red Caps of the Grand
Central Terminal
A short review of this new book by Eric K.
Washington. Tells the story “the Chief” who led
the elite corps of red caps who attended to the
passengers in the Grand Central Station.
“Patch Job, 1957-style” – Photo and short write up
on the NW2 #9512 acquired by the NYC from the
New York, Ontario & Western.
“Bumping Post – Cincinnati’s Art Deco Gem”
A photo of one of the exits and a short description
of the Union Terminal where some of the NYC
trains arrived and departed in the distant past.
“Fast Mail” - “NYC in Pennsylvania” – Letter
about this article in the last issue and it references
our past president, Rich Stoving’s book, Wellsboro’s
Own Railroad.

NYCentral Modeler

“Uncovering the Mystery: Evans Integrated Cover
Coil Car” by Tony Lucia pp. 8 – 20
This article provides some excellent background on
the Evans Coil car, P&LE’s purchase and operation
of the cars, and considerable coverage of the
models of the cars offer by various manufacturers
over the years. There are many photos of the
prototypes and models of the cars. You will find
lots of NYC cigar band logos and bright blue green
cars. The P&LE cars account for most of the photos.
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Railroad Model Craftsman Oct 2019

The article provides some background on the River
Division of the NYC and then explains how to
blend reality by fitting a 2- mile section of the
division of the NYC into a 11” X 30” layout. The
article includes a diagram of the completed track
plan and details of how to make the layout work in
the space allowed.

Model Railroader’s Great Model
Railroads 2020
“Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 65-Foot Mill Gondola”
by Jim Kinkaid, pp. 46 – 51
The article provides very good detail on the
prototype and the considerations for modeling the
car. It also includes an excellent S-scale drawing of
the car.

Railroad Model Craftsman Nov 2019

“Look, Ma, No Worries” by Lee Gasparik, pp. 26 33
Great coverage of Lee’s Pennsylvania and New
York Central 2-rail O-scale layout. The layout is set
in the 1954 era and Lee runs both NYC and PRR
trains although almost all of the photos are of the
PRR.

“Perspective, Daddy-Daughter time” by David T.
Magill, pp. 36-37
The article tells about David sharing his model
railroading hobby with his daughter, Maddie. With
words and great photos he shows how he has evolved
the “father-son” hobby into a great “father-daughter”
one. The photos show Maddie working on a NYC
double door boxcar.

“Pennsy’s Elmira Branch in HO” by Anthony
Daniel pp. 34 – 41
An article by John Armstrong inspired Anthony to
build a layout where the PRR and NYC ran joint
coal trains. This large, 22’ X 45’ layout supports the
concept of the joint coal trains on the PRR Elmira
Branch. Some NYC EMD FTA/B and ALCo RS-1s
and several NYC cabooses are featured in the
photos.

O Scale Resource Nov/Dec 2019
Model Railroader Nov 2019

“New York Central River Division in HO Scale”,
by Bob Sprague pp. 52 - 54

NYCentral Modeler

“In Loving and Grateful Memory Mike Hill” by
Larry Sokol, pp. 17 – 21
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The article covers the passing of Mike Hill who
contributed much to O-scale railroading. There are
several photos of his model of the NYCS Hickory
Creek in O-scale.

The ongoing restoration of this iconic railroad
landmark is covered in great detail. Great article.

Railfan & Railroad, Dec 2019

Northwest ShortLine has announced that
it is staying in business. A new owner has
taken over saving this historic model
railroad supplier from going out of
business as previously had been
announced. Holly Storm, the new owner
confirmed she would be continuing the
NYSL’s catalog of products with some
plans for expansion. www.NYSL.com

“Michigan Central Station – Detroit’s Grand
Gateway – Part 1” by Emily Moser, pp. 30 -37
The article covers the history of this city’s station
that is a close twin to the Grand Central Terminal
in New York City. It is really as story about two
stations as it covers the construction of the Detroit
River Tunnel and then the construction of the
station in Detroit using the architects from the New
York firm who designed the Grand Central
Terminal. This article covers the history up until
the end of WW-II. Next month’s article will cover
the decline, abandonment and 21st century
salvation of this beautiful building.

News

Photos From the NYCSHS Archives

“Short Line /Regional Railnews - Why They Call
it Finger Lakes Railway”
For those of us who love the Lightning Stripes this
is a beautiful photo by Brandon Townley of the
FLR # 2309 & 2310 in Watkins Glen, NY, along
Seneca Lake on October 23, 2019.

Trains January 2020

Streamliners coming soon on a 3.0
Thumbdrive from the Collinwood Shop. Part
of our new way of offering photos. Watch for
them shortly.

“Reviving a Landmark – Detroit’s MC Station” by
Thomas H. Garver & Oren B. Helbok, pp. 34 – 41

NYCentral Modeler
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Gentlemen:

Hello Noel,

I had the pleasure of attending last
Saturday's Mini modeling event, and last
year I attended the first one as well. I've
enjoyed both events, and I wish to thank
all of the organizers and presenters for
their fine work. I would like to attend
more events in the future should they be
offered in areas that are relatively easy for
me to access.

Excellent issue. A few other items of
interest. I need to reduce my fleet of NYC
RS-3s. The last two I purchased were two
of the Atlas Gold series from the NYCSHS
store. They are physically smaller than the
Athearn and related models I have
acquired over the years. In fact, it looks
like Atlas downsized the models on
purpose. Has anyone else noted this? In
any case, mine are for sale.

Thank you again,
Rick Kalmbach
Findlay, Ohio
Hi Noel,
Thanks for forwarding e-mails from Jim
Kehn and his friend Tom regarding my
Lionel engine restoration article. It’s great
to see that others are taking the time and
effort to restore these wonderful engines
so they can continue to be enjoyed running
on a layout for decades to come. I
compliment Tom on the excellent
restoration he performed on his 2036
Lionel engine, which appeared to need a
lot of TLC based on the “before”
photo. Also, I appreciate his suggestion to
use a Scotch-Brite pad to clean the motor
commutator surface, which I’ll use on the
next restoration. Part of the fun of model
railroading is learning “new tricks”, such
as this one, from others who share a
passion for the hobby.
Best Regards,
Bob Shaw
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I look forward to the article on the Stewart
RS-12. I have one. The plastic body has
never fit correctly on the frame. I contacted
Stewart several years ago when I noticed.
Stewart did not have a solution to the
problem. Have others had the same
problem?
The November 2019 issue of MODEL
RAILROADER had an interesting article
on modeling the NYC River Division
between
Kingston
and
Saugerties. Unfortunately the author
apparently did not have access to Volume
3 of Bernhart's treatise on the River
Division as the model RR the author
designed lacked the crossing of the
Catskill Mountain branch just north of
Kingston station.
One of the two trips my Dad took me to
when he was still alive was to the
Kingston roundhouse where there were
problems with the boiler. This was during
the summer of 1957. The boiler provided
steam for the Weehawken-Kingston train
that spent each night in the Kingston yard.
At that time, Kingston was also the home
for the NYC F-M H16-44s that were used
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on the Walkill Valley line. I don't have any
pictorial documentation
My own layout of the River Division is on
hold as I may be selling my Macon home
and moving everything to my FL home
where the layout will be limited to a room
9.5 x 16. Unlike others, I am only looking
at the line from Dumont to just past
Haworth after the River Division was
single-tracked. One thing that is holding
up my layout is prototypical turnout
control. I posted a request to NYCSHS on
groups.io for pictures and/or drawings on
the turnout control machines for power
and spring switches on September 23. No
replies to date. Any ideas where I can find
the documentation I need?
Best regards, John
John,
Spring switches operated at above
restricted speed in signaled territory are
required by FRA (this requirement dates
from the ICC) to have a facing point
lock. The unlocking, in the trailing
position, is done by a lead axle starting to
push the point over near the heel. There is
a connecting rod, much like a throw rod
that operates a crank fastened to a long
tie. When the crank turns, it pulls another
crank at the switch mechanism. The
motion of that crank pulls the lock out of
the throw mechanism and allows the full
length of the switch point to move. In the
facing direction, should operations require
the points to be reversed, it was like any
hand throw. The locking movement is
tied into the signal system.
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At the dawn of CTC (we now call TCS),
some lines with lower density did not
justify a full-blown installation of power
switches and signals. The line wires, code
line, switch machine and operating boards
were very expensive. So some roads,
mostly western, installed spring switch
mechanisms at the ends of the passing
sidings and then used controlled signals to
govern meets. Some roads used springs at
one end of the sidings and power switches
at the other end. The first option required
all trains in the one direction of operation
to run through the siding unless the
dispatcher dictated otherwise. But if he
did, then the train crew had to normal the
switch. This arrangement worked pretty
well in areas of double track in what other
wise were single-track lines.
The second option allowed the dispatcher
a choice at the powered end about
whether to put a train in the siding or
not. In effect, that resulted in traffic in the
one direction being superior to the traffic
in the other direction, much like it was
when trains were operated with timetables
and train orders.
Some folks adopted the moniker, spring
switch CTC, for these types of
systems. The Burlington, west of Lincoln,
NE, and SP were big users.
The most notable example of this on the
NYC that I am aware of was the west end
of the MC. After Elkhart was built and
freight traffic moved over from Jackson to
Elkhart on the "Air Line," the double track
from Kalamazoo to Porter was taken
out. Double track ended west of
Kalamazoo at CP-150 (MP 150.5), with
single track operating under TCS rules
extended to CP 176 (MP 176.4), east of
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Dowagiac. Then, double track began
again with ABS directional running to CP200 (MP 200.2), which was just west of
Buchanan. From CP-200 to Porter was
designated as single track operated under
TCS rules). My understanding was that
there were number 20 spring switches at
CP-150, CP-176 and CP-200 that were set
to put the trains in the proper direction of
operation, i.e., eastbound trains on Track
Two and westbound trains on Track One.
There were also two passing sidings, one
between CP-150 and 176 and one between
CP-200 and Michigan City. Both of these
had spring switches set for the main,
meaning the train crew had to admit itself
to the siding by operating the entry switch,
but could trail through the spring switch
leaving the siding. Legend has it that the
turnouts at CP-150, 176 and 200 were
Number 20s, good for 45 MPH. I believe
three of the five Detroit to Chicago trains
met in the double track between 176 and
200.
I am not familiar with the River Line, but
I've heard it had a similar arrangement.
The spring switch layouts, including the
special switch ties, rods and cranks would
be in the turnout section of the standard
plans. Either the track or signal plans
would have the switch stand.
Dave Staplin, NYCSHS Director
John
I see that you got your question answered
about the spring switches. We have not
heard about the issue of the smaller sized
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RS-3 from anyone but you. Perhaps our
readers may have noticed this.
Thanks, Noel
Hello,
I'm trying to obtain e-copies of the
NYCentral Modeler with articles by Kyle
Coble.
2015-Q4
2016-Q2
The only links I can find on your website
are to 2018 and 2019 issues.
Would you please send me links to these
issues?
Mark Charles
Mark,
The only way to obtain copies of those
articles is to purchase a copy of our DVD,
NYCentral Modeler, 2011 – 2018. As a
member you can obtain it for $25.00 with
free shipping.
Thanks, Noel
Noel,
I purchased a digital photo of H-10 2345
last week but I don't know how to get it. I
assumed a digital photo would be emailed
to me but perhaps I don't understand the
process. Any help is appreciated.
Richard Leonard
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Richard,
It should be emailed to you. Since we are
all volunteers I am not sure when the IT
guy will send it since it is the weekend but
I am checking with him for you.
Thanks, Noel
Richard,
The order appears to have slipped through
while I was on jury duty all last week.
Sorry for the delay.
Steve Titchenal, Archive Volunteer
Stephen and Noel,
Thanks for the photo! H-10b 2345 was the
first steam locomotive I rode in, at Jackson,
Michigan around 1946 (when I was 7 years
old). This is the first photo I have been able
to find of this engine. My dad should have
taken its photo in 1946 but for some reason
he neglected to, and of course I wasn't
photographing then.
Richard
Gentlemen,
First, I'm sorry I had to bail yesterday
before I was able to see the rest of the
presentations.
Your hard work organizing the convention
and the quality of the seminars were
outstanding. Best $20. I've spent in a while.
What really appealed to me was the fact
that, while "modeling" oriented, the
detailed information presented at the
convention about various aspects of
NYCRR equipment was fascinating and
NYCentral Modeler

would
hold
the
attention
of
most anyone interested in the Central's
mechanical evolution.
Thanks, Don Wetzel
Don,
I am adding my thanks for the nice
comments you provided. It is always an
honor to have you with us at any of our
events.
Looking forward to seeing you at the
convention and giving you the model of
the M-497.
Thanks, Noel
(Unfortunately Don passed in November.
He will be greatly missed.)
Tom (Gerbracht),
Jack here with a few snappies of my 3/4”
scale J1e. I have been having a lot of fun
building this. Your book has been a great
help, along with the CD of drawings from
the historical society.
Have a great day, Jack Bodenmann
(He purchased our J-1E DVDs back in 2011
and has been using it for creating this
model.) Several photos of Jack’s J1e follow
on the next page. We hope to continue to
receive photos of his progress as he
completes this beautiful model of one of
the NYCS’ famous Hudsons.)
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Mystery Photo in 4th Qtr. 2019 Edition

Another U-3. P&LE #8065 built by ALCo in
this builder’s photo.

We had no responses at guessing what
this was. It was displayed in the 4th Qtr.
2019 Mystery Photo slot.

NYC U-3a #7743 built by ALCo-Brooks at
Louisville, KY. She is a former Louisville &
Jefferson Bridge & Railroad Company #12.

Coming Soon – NYCSHS
Collection of 0-8-0s on a Flash
Drive

Ex CCC&StL #7457 U-60 on 2/21/1952, built at
Beach Grove and seen here in Brooklyn, IL
One of the many U-3s found on this collection.
She is at the end of her career in 1956 on the
turntable at Shelby Street yard.
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Watch for these and many more coming soon
from the NYCSHS archives on 3.0 flash drives
in Jewel Cases.
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The NYCSHS has been steadily
increasing its social media presence as a
way to provide contact opportunities
with society members and nonmembers alike.
Our first incursion into social media was
our Facebook page, which currently has
over 6,000 followers/likes.
It has
provided an opportunity for NYC fans
to ask questions, share stories and
photos with visitors.
This month we are pleased to announce
the introduction of our Instagram
account, a place for sharing photos and
descriptions of everything we are doing.
Several members of our Modeling
Committee now have their own
Instagram accounts where followers can
stay updated on project progress.
It’s easy to follow us from your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Just
open your Instagram account using
your email address and mobile phone
number for added security. Search by
page name and click follow.
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Download the Instagram app to your
phone, set up your account and join the
fun.
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If you shop on Amazon you can donate to NYCSHS with every purchase you make!!
Customers shop Amazon gives.

We are not
pushing you
to buy from
Amazon, but
if you do you
can help the
NYCSHS with
every
purchase you
make.
https://

erg.amazon.com/

Amazon donates 0.5% of1he price of eligible AmazonSmile
lllthasesto the claitable Of!)al1izaoons selectlld by our customers.
Register to receive donations generated by your organization's
AmazonSmile supporters.

•
,

--I

( Register Now ]

GetStmed

About AmazonSmile

Receive OonaOons

Sp,ead lhe Word

◄

Privacy

Get Started

How do 1 register and receive donations for my charitable organization?

Reg,stering your organization 1s easy. In 0<der lo regist er and reoelve donations, you must be an ofllcial rep,esant ative or an eligi ble organlzarion, and then
folow these easy sleps:
1 Seatch fo< your charitabte organization by name o r EIN ,..,mber and then select the o,ganizalion you repms,,nl. Be sure to confirm you are seiecting the
eo<recl 0<ganization, a s many charltable organi zations have similar names.
2. Cma!e an mganizalo:, admlnistmtor acoount and accepi the AmazonSmile Partlcipation Agreement on behal f of your organization .
3 Vorify yooromai addross (wo rooommond that yoo uso an email address thal i s associated wtth your charftoblo organization).
�- Sullmrt your organizalion' s bank 11COOUnl information.
S. Upload a copyol a � chool< o r bank s1alement lo verify your organization's bank aooount informa1lon.
What Is an organ.l:zatlon administrator?

An OttJ"fflUlion admnislrSlCl< i s an offlClal representative of an organ,zalion that has authorl ly 10 socess and manage AmazonSmlle program Information oo
behalf lhoir charilablo organlzatioo.

or

Why do y o u need an emall address ror m y charrlable organization?
We require e valid ema� artdross,;o that we can communicate lmp0<1anl program lnfonnalion In each rag l!IIP.lfld oroanlzatloo. From lime lo 1,me we wiN send
omalls wilh Jnfo<matjon about your orgnnizatlon's donation amounts and lnlonnabon about AmazonSmllo program promoUons.
Ca.n you mall our organl'zatlon • donation check Instead of sendJng an electronJc funds transfer?

We do not marl donallon - due to Iha e-"•e of oheclc f)<008Ssing and lulOllment. We dislttbule dooaUons using eloctronlc transfer to reduce operational
o-,,ses so wo can dana!D 100% of the funds to ollglblo chontable organizations.

NE.\\' YClRK

(ENTRAL
SYST[M

HISTORICAL
SDCI
, INC.

Wru c1.111'lom0-n1· atllJ bo able t o aeloet my charltablo organization If t don'I register?
Voe Aa long 111 your organizall on la llslod by GuldoStar and moots our o llglbllky cntono. custornore will bo oblG to aoloci your org1111izallon. Howover. n o
dolwlons w,. b,, madrl lo 'j0Ur orgnnlu1ion until you oomploto your lroe raglstrall011 Soo 'Whnt llol)l)flM ii wo do nol ragllltnr .. 'under Roc,ilve Dono1k>no for
mor o lnformAt lon on how donabona ara prc,ooeaod lor orgMlzollono Iha! do not rogiotor and provldo bank oooount lnlormaUon

Whot happens If anolhet perton has already l'OgletorOCI my chafiUtblo 0'9anlutlon and thoy ware n o t au1horl:tod t o do eo?

II your Ofl}On!Ubon t\89 boen reglBlered by M unacJlhori>od pe,son pl o•ne oonlllc1 us

Contocl th I Amamf\Sml !G Pattidpll.lion Ag1oomunt I Conditions ol UGo I Pflvncy Nallco
CopvoQNO 199o.,..a)19 "-"Wonoom Hit All RlghUI RMIM't'ed
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It Is So Ugly We Named It “Piglet”
Article by Steve Lasher
One day, while at my friend Russ Weis’s
house and pondering the possibilities to
improve the available motive power for his
New York Central themed layout, he
hauled out this NYC lightning striped brick
of a Baldwin RS-12 locomotive. Wistfully,
he ruminated over getting it finished and
asked if I would consider weathering it.
With some concerns, I said yes and brought
the model home with me.
For some reason, because it was so ugly,
the name Piglet popped into my head and
Russ liked it so, from here on, it will be
referred to as “Piglet”. Well, the more I
looked at Piglet the more problems it had.
So, here we go.
Now, you have to understand that when I
have concerns about a model what follows
is a process that, in the medical world at
least, is referred to as “triage”. My thinking
process works as follows: what are the
worst offenders looks wise and what can I
reasonably do to fix them. This is tempered
by the work involved versus the time it will
take to do it. Yes, you can model down to
the last, correctly placed, nut and bolt but,
the question is, will you live long enough to
finish it. At my age, it’s not an insignificant
question.
Not from Winnie the Pooh exactly but, one
ugly creature from Baldwin and certainly
not improved on by Stewart Models
(according to Russ, it’s an older Stewart
shell on a newer Bowser/ESU sound
equipped chassis). Here’s the short list of
improvements made to the rather “bare
bones”, older Stewart/hybrid Bowser
model.
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Photos by Russ Weis
Short List of “Improvements”
1. Adding Evergreen styrene channels to
the frame to reduce the shingle on roller
skates look.
2. Splicing in extensions to the end sheets
and remounting the footboards to
correct the too high appearance of the
pilots.
3. Adding wire grab irons to the hood
side.
4. Scratch built motor generator set (for
ATS) in front of the cab per NYC
practice.
5. Adding ATS shoe to rear truck and reset
box to frame.

6. Fabricating new correct end handrails.
The short hood end includes the MU
cable sockets and drop step.
7. All new walkway handrails scratch
built from 0.015 piano wire and Athearn
stanchions.
8. Adding number board to front radiator.
9. Filing/sanding off the molding lines
from the cab.
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10. MU hoses added to the short hood pilot
(per NYC practice).
11. Speed recorder drive added to the rear
truck.
12. Awnings added to the cab.
13. Crew added to cab.

14. Touch up the paint and weathered with
washes and chalks.
Quite a list, eh? OK, I’ll try to hit the
highlights for you and the thinking that
went into them. With that in mind, let’s
start down the list.
No. 1. The looks of many a model are
spoiled by being able to see too much
daylight underneath them. In some cases
the relationship of the trucks to the frame
doesn’t look right or, that there’s not
enough frame to hold up the locomotive.
Piglet suffered from this illness in spades. I
would have preferred to have lowered it on
its trucks as that would have helped fix
problem number 2 but that would have led
to the “living long enough” issue and so
only a little lowering was possible with
careful filing. What could be done was to
cut pieces of Evergreen channel and attach
to the die-cast frame. There was a corner
NYCentral Modeler

cast along the length of the frame that
made it relatively easy to attach the
channel. This helps fill in unsightly gaps
and makes the engine appear to sit lower to
the ground. It sure helped Piglet.
No. 2.
Probably the most obnoxious
problem Piglet had was the totally
unrealistic distance apparent from the
railhead to the footboards. I doubt any
trainmen or switchmen would have carried
a stepladder with him so this demanded
attention. Since I could only lower the
frame on the trucks a small amount (it did
help a little, making the relationship of the
frame to the trucks better as well)
additional steps would be needed. Much as
I hated to contemplate it as I thought it
might make the footboards too delicate, I
decided to cut the footboards off and splice
in a piece of styrene to lower them. I reenforced this with vertical pieces of styrene
and brass strip acc’d to the back of the pilot
end sheet. For additional insurance, the
whole thing was given a covering of JB
Weld on the backside where it wouldn’t
show. I liked the new look a LOT BETTER
than its stock appearance.
No’s. 3, 6, and 7. Adding new wire grabs to
the hood and pilots was, for the most part,
pretty straight forward as Stewart had cast
in locating holes on the hood.
However, in looking at photos of the
prototype engines it was immediately
obvious that NYC had bought the
locomotives with full-length walkway
railings where the model only had
handrails attached to the hood sides.
Uhmm… How to fix this? The answer for
me was to use long, older, formed
stanchions from Athearn cut off and
inserted in holes drilled vertically down at
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the edges of the frame. My favorite material
for handrails is .015 piano wire. It’s a little
harder to work with but you end up with
one tough handrail when you’re finished. I
acc’d the stanchions closest to the cab and
at the very end of the frame to the height I
wanted the railing to ultimately be and
carefully bent the handrails to shape using
these two for guides to the height. This is, I
admit, tedious at best but take your time
and make sure all the bends end up either
with the handrail straight or at 90 degrees
to each other and it will be OK. When
you’re done it should lay “right” when lain
in place without any coercion. If you’re not
happy with it, don’t worry – just make
another until it’s right. The ruined piece
can always be salvaged for shorter pieces
or, in the worst case, thrown away. The .015
piano wire is cheap and better off in the
trashcan than on the model if it doesn’t
look right.
The railings were finished by placing the
rest of the stanchions in their holes, lining
up the rail to be straight and level then
acc’ing in place. After the adhesive has
firmly set, by looking down from the top,
any straightening necessary can be done
with careful bending. Where necessary, I
trimmed off any remaining parts of the
stanchions protruding below the frame.
The plastic end railings that came with the
model were, to be generous, from another
time in our modeling history. Besides, since
NYC bought the locomotives with MU
capability on one end only, the railings
themselves were totally different. The
vertical portions were bent to shape from
Detail Associates flat bar stock with the
bottom ends filed to a tab that would fit
into holes drilled in the frame. The real
inspiration was taken from Baldwin (and
NYCentral Modeler

Alco, Lima, et. al) in that the railings
themselves were only made as halves fitted
together at the middle of their tops. The
ends were pushed into short pieces of wire
insulation borrowed from some scrap wire.
This allowed for much easier fabrication
and placement through holes drilled in the
stanchion tops after the stanchions had be
glued to the frames. The railings on the
short hood end were similar except for the
added plates with Detail Associates MU
sockets and the drop steps added.
No. 4. The motor-generator was fabricated
from round brass bar, flat brass strip, and
some Evergreen styrene channel. The
process was started by chucking a piece of
1/8” round brass bar in my portable lathe
(read; rechargeable drill) and, using a fairly
coarse toothed jewelers saw, cutting in
some groves. This was then sawed the off
at the appropriate length. Next, out of the
flat stock, I fashioned the supporting
bracket. This was essentially a sort of
triangle bent into a U shape and left with a
small tab left sticking out of the longer side.
This bracket was then soldered to the
middle of the turned round piece. A small
piece of styrene channel represented the
junction box on the side. This assembly was
then attached to the short hood side using
acc on the bracket and on the tab inserted
in a hole in the side of the short hood. It
isn’t perfect but it is what I had on hand.
No. 5. The ATS pickup shoe and reset box
were Custom Finishing parts. The shoe was
drilled to accept a short piece of wire and a
second piece of wire was acc’d into a hole
drilled into the edge of the frame. A short
piece of insulation stripped from another
wire was then pushed over the wire stubs
to represent the cable that connected the
shoe to the rest of the ATS system. Be sure
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to leave enough slack so that the truck is
free to rotate on curves. I did have to do
some minor trimming around the journal
covers to allow the shoe to sit far enough
up so that it wouldn’t foul anything
sticking up from the track.
The reset box was attached to frame as best
as could be determined from photos. I did
drill the top of the box and the bottom edge
of the frame to accept a wire pin to
reinforce the joint (I hate parts that are
easily knocked off).
No. 9, 12, and 13. The original Stewart
moldings for the cab were not that great.
The joints where the masters fit together
plainly showed on the cab roof. This
bothered me to no end and when I had
gotten this far I felt like I may as well fix
this, too. It wasn’t difficult once I separated
the cab from the rest of the shell. Some
careful work with a file and sanding board
got rid of the casting lines but did
necessitate repainting the cab black. This
was simple enough and I had plenty of
Microscale NYC decals available to
renumber it as well.
While I had the cab off and after
Dullcoating and weathering, I replaced the
glazing and added the crew. The seats are
simply pieces of .250-angle stock attached
to the cab wall and the crew figures were
attached to these “seats”.

I also added the awnings at this time. Using
more of the .015 piano wire, I formed
supports that are inserted into holes drilled
into the cab sides. Short pieces of shim
stock make the canvas parts. Although
these are initially attached with acc,
ultimately, I reinforce these with JB Weld
underneath.
No. 8, 10, and 11. These are all stock Details
West or Details Associates parts added
where noted on photos of the prototype.
At last, No. 14. Painting and weathering.
OK I’m lying, this wasn’t the last thing. It
was ongoing as I added these parts. In the
end very little was needed to finish the
weathering. In general, I find it to be much
easier to weather as I go along. For
instance, I had done all the weathering I
wanted on the hood sides and ends before I
added the handrails because if I waited it
would be very difficult to get to them with
the handrails in the way.
That about brings us to the end of the Piglet
trail. We could use a little help though. I
never found any photos that showed the
top of the short hoods. Since these went
initially into local passenger service I
would have presumed them to have steam
generators. So, if any of our NYCHS friends
know for sure or, better yet, have any
photographs, we’d sure appreciate sharing
them with us.

Editor’s Note;
I met Steve and Russ at the NYCSHS 2019 convention in Buffalo, NY and we talked about
his model and Steve’s excellent work in making the model more prototypical. Since the
work had already been done and neither Steve nor Russ had taken photos, they took a
couple to help illustrate Steve’s work. This is just a reminder that if you are building or
modifying models it is a great idea to take a few photos of your work as you go. We need
articles and the photos make them come alive for us.
NYCentral Modeler
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Two views of the Russ Weis’s RS-12 (Piglet) as modified and improved by Steve Lasher. Not from
Winnie the Pooh exactly but, one ugly creature from Baldwin and certainly not improved on by
Stewart Models (according to Russ, it’s an older Stewart shell on a newer Bowser/ESU sound
equipped chassis).
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Overhauling The “Mighty
Berk”
Part 17 - The Korean War Made the 726
Special …

Photos by Bob
drives a geared power train, along with other
features that impact the overhaul process.
Big and Powerful
Introduced in 1946, the Lionel 726
Berkshire 2-8-4 was available through
1949.
The “Mighty Berkshire” was
reissued in 1952 as 726RR during the
Korean War.

The Korean War was raging in 1952 when
Lionel produced the 726RR Berkshire 2-8-4
engine and tender.
Overhauling the “Mighty Berk”,
A Rare 1952 Lionel 726RR Berkshire 2-8-4
Lionel stamped 726RR on the cab for only one
year – 1952.

Lionel 726RR Berkshire leaves the roundhouse
after a complete overhaul.

Because magnetic material was allocated to the
war effort, the 726RR was produced without
Magne-traction(R) and for only one year -1952,
making it highly collectable. Unlike a previous
article that discussed conducting a complete teardown, restoration and painting of a beat-up 2035
engine – comparable to a “frame off auto
restoration” - this article reviews overhauling
major components of relatively rare engine to
enhance performance, while preserving its
original paint and condition. This overhaul
differs from that of the 2035 because the 726RR
features a more powerful, stand-alone motor that
NYCentral Modeler

While it lacked Magne-traction, the 726RR
was a full O-gauge scale that is evident
when compared side-by-side with a 2025
engine on the back track even when
considering the Berkshire is a 2-8-4 and the
2025 is a 2-6-4 Pacific.

The O-gauge scale of the 726RR is evident as
it stands beside a 2025 engine.
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The 726RR also boasted a powerful motor
that dwarfed integrated motors installed
in a 2035 and other 1950s Lionel steam
engines.

Get a Good Start
It’s important to have the proper tools to
do an overhaul properly, beginning with a
good Lionel repair manual. Greenberg,
and other companies, publish Post-war
and Modern versions that are essential to
understanding various components and to
provide numbers for missing parts. I
relied on a 1980s Lionel service manual by
K-line, as well as overhaul articles in
model train publications that I copied and
keep in a binder.

The 726RR boasted a powerful motor and
geared drive train.

A Lionel Service Manual is essential when
overhauling any engine.

This integrated 2035 motor assembly is
smaller than its 726RR “big brother”.

The full O-gauge scale and large powerful
motor are hallmarks of every 726
locomotive, as well as its next generation
of 736 locomotives that brought back
Magne-traction which was well received
by customers. In fact, the popularity of the
736 extended its availability through 1968,
making it one of Lionel’s most popular
locomotives.
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A foam engine cradle does a fine job of
securing an engine during repair. I also
use a multi-bin plastic tray to group
related parts together in a single bin. An
uncluttered repair table is important, too,
but was necessary to cluster and
photograph key items.
Overhauling the 726RR focused on five
major components:
1. Motor and Gears
2. E-Unit (that ratchets to engage
Forward – Neutral – Reverse)
3. Power Pickup Collector Assembly
4. Wheels and Running Gear
5. Smoke Unit
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Smooth Running Motor
Reviewing this motor illustration is a good
way to start this section as it shows
components discussed here. (Please note
that early 726 motors used tubular springloaded brush holders and individual ball
bearings in their thrust bearings. My 726
has a later motor that resembles a 736
motor in the illustration and photo below.

far right. The disassembled motor is still
attached to the brush cap (yellow ring). A
brush is inserted into an individual round
socket.

The motor, e-unit and smoke unit were
disassembled prior to rejuvenation.

When the cap is secured to the motor top,
springs press these brushes against the
commutator surface transmitting power
from the center rail of the track to rotate
the armature.

Motor illustration in my Lionel Service
Manual shows key parts to overhaul. *

The 736 motor in my 726RR indicates it was
produced late in the 1952 run.

After removing the cab and performing
partial
disassembly,
three
major
components can be seen … the motor, the
e-unit in the center and smoke unit at the
NYCentral Modeler

Springs push two brushes against
commutator to energize and rotate
armature.

the
the

The commutator surface was cleaned with
a cotton swab dipped in rubbing alcohol
and an eraser, and dirt in the three grooves
was removed with a toothpick, to improve
conductivity.
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A key point to remember is dried, hard,
caked-on grease and lubricants on gears,
and other moving components, are a major
contributor
to
poor
performance.
“Degunking” them is well worth the time
and effort.
Thrust Bearings are also critical to good
performance. The armature spins on two
sets of Trust Bearings located at the top
and bottom of the armature shaft.
Cleaning the commutator surface and grooves
improves track power flow to the armature.

The armature illustrated in Image below
has a worm gear at the end that engages
and turns a drive gear connected to the
wheel axles that move the engine down
the tracks.

Thoroughly cleaning the worm gear on the
armature shaft is critical to smooth
operation.**

Shot before cleaning, the worm gear engages
the drive gear connected to the wheel axles.**

The worm and drive gears were degunked
and given a fresh application of
Lubriplate(R) lubricant before reassembly.
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The armature spins on two sets of Thrust
Bearings at the top and bottom of the
armature shaft when it’s inserted into the
motor housing.

These images, and the illustration in
Lionel Service Manual (previous page)
show the installed thrust bearings before
the second washer was installed to
complete the washer – thrust bearing –
washer sandwich discussed below.
Thrust bearings in the middle of this photo
(next page) will be sandwiched between
two thrust washers seen above and below
the bearings. The bearings and shaft are
held in place by a c-shaped retaining ring
seen at the bottom of the photo. Lubricant
around the thrust bearings dries out over
the decades and needs to be removed with
a toothpick before repacking with fresh
lubricant. Another rag was placed on the
right side to show the amount of grime
that was removed when cleaning and
overhauling the motor.
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Lubricated thrust bearings are sandwiched
between two washers during installation into
the motor housing and held in place by a C
ring.

A Reliable E-Unit
After making the motor purr, it’s time to
overhaul the e-unit, which is wired to the
motor in the photo and illustrated here.

An energized pawl engages teeth on the e-unit
drum, which rotates it to engage contacts that
activate a forward – neutral – reverse
sequence.

When a burst of transformer power is
applied to a solenoid, the plunger pulls
down the pawl onto the next drum tooth,
which engages another set of electrical
contacts on the four, and two, finger
contacts – discussed below - to sequence
the engine from forward – neutral –
reverse.
Before restoration, the e-unit was
disassembled to expose the rotating drum
(removed on work bench).

The e-unit is wired to the motor in the photo
and illustrated on this Service Manual page.*

Notice the teeth in the center of the drum
and the pawl on a plunger that rests in the
teeth.
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After e-unit disassembly, it’s important to
clean metal electrical contacts on the drum,
and to check for pitting, as well as worn or
broken drum teeth.

It’s important to clean the drum metal
contacts and check for pitting. Also, the
drum should be checked for worn down,
or broken, teeth and replaced if necessary.
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Wires that connect two sets of contact
fingers to the brush plate often become
brittle and need replacement.

Check fingers for pitting and deterioration on
both the four, and two, finger contact strips.

One set of metal electrical contacts has
four fingers, while the other has two
fingers. The four-finger Multiple Contact
is positioned vertically in the e-unit, while
the two-finger Single Contact is secured
horizontally on the bottom of e-unit.

Remove rollers on the power pickup collector
assembly and clean the shaft, as well as the
roller hole, to maximize power and reduce, or
eliminate, sparking during operation.

Footnotes – * illustrations in this article
indicate illustrations taken from “Complete
Service Manual for Lionel Trains” by K-Line
1982
Footnote: Image**in this article indicates a
photo of a similar component because no photo
was taken during the 726RR overhaul.
Maximize Pickup Power

A broken tip on this two-finger contact calls
for a replacement. Also, check all original
wires that often deteriorate, crack or become
brittle and require replacement.

When disassembled, it’s important to
check each finger contact for wear or
deterioration, as is evident in the missing
tip of the two-finger Single Contact
(above), which was replaced.
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Power from the center rail of the track is
transferred to the motor, e-unit, headlight
and smoke unit through the power pickup
collector assembly - two rollers mounted
on the bottom of the motor assembly. A
key to maximum power transfer is to
remove each roller from its shaft so the
shaft can be cleaned, along with using the
stem of a cotton swab dipped in rubbing
alcohol to clean the hole in the roller.
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Close-up of dirty shaft on roller assembly.

Polishing side rods, valve gears and eccentric
cranks restores their original shine.

Convert to Liquid Smoke

Remove rollers on the power pickup collector
assembly and clean the shaft, as well as the
roller hole, to maximize power and reduce, or
eliminate, sparking during operation.

Smoking engines have been a major selling
feature of Lionel engines since their debut
in 1946. Back then, smoke was formed by
inserting a smoke pellet into the smoke
unit, which heated and melted the pellet to
produce smoke. Unfortunately, the pellets
left a white residue that caked onto the
heating element pan.

This maximizes power flow and reduces or eliminates - roller sparking when the
locomotive is moving down the track.
Maximize Motive Power
Because clean, well lubricated wheel gears
and axles maximize motive power, the
wheel gears were degreased with CRC
Lectra-Motive Electric Parts Cleaner®
prior to picking-out caked-on gunk
between each gear tooth and applying
fresh lubricant. Then, the wheels were
cleaned with a metal wire wheel in a
Dremel(R) tool and cotton swabs dipped in
rubbing alcohol. The next step was to
shine-up the side rods, valve gear and
eccentric crank with Mothers(R) Mag &
Aluminum Polish.
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Smoke pellets left caked-on reside in the
heating element pan of the original smoke
unit.

To avoid this mess, an alternative liquid
smoke replacement kit was developed that
heats liquid smoke fluid to produce
impressive puffs without creating residue.
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secured in a plastic cap that fits into the
smoke unit pan. (A piece of the white
heating element can be seen here by
looking through the smoke hole.)

To eliminate messy smoke pellets, a liquid
smoke replacement was installed.

The replacement liquid smoke unit uses
the original smoke unit pan, piston and
mounting bracket.

In the liquid smoke replacement, the pellet
heater was replaced by a tubular heating
element secured in a plastic cap.

One of the two leads on the tubular
heating element is soldered to the
mounting bracket to ground it, while the
other lead is soldered to the power post on
the e-unit.

The installed liquid smoke unit shows one
heating element lead soldered to the power
post on the e-unit, while the other is grounded
to the mounting bracket.

Ready-to-Roll

The liquid smoke replacement uses the
original pan, piston and mounting bracket.

However, the old pellet heater was
replaced by a tubular heating element
NYCentral Modeler

The completed overhaul reveals the
replaced liquid smoke unit, refurbished eunit and large tuned-up motor, as well as
the polished side rod, valve gear and
eccentric crank and head lamp that will be
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installed in the boiler front during
replacement of the locomotive cab.

The completed overhaul shows the replaced
smoke unit, refurbished e-unit and tuned-up
motor.

These products are trademarks, or
registered trademarks of:
Magne-traction(R) – Lionel LLC
Dremel(R) – Bosch Tool Corp., Robert
Bosch GmbH
Mothers(R) – Mothers Polishes, Waxes,
Cleaners Inc.
Lubriplate(R) – Lubriplate Lubricants Co.
Lectra-Motive(R) Electric Parts Cleaner –
CRC Industries Inc

Ready-to-roll, my overhauled “Mighty
Berk” 726RR will provide years of carefree
service on my NYC Water Level Route
layout.

Bob Shaw is our most prolific writer and
continues to come up with interesting and
instructive articles about the O-gauge
portion of our hobby.
He shares his layout, models and his
repair work on the models with us each
month.

After a complete overhaul, my “Mighty Berk”
726RR will operate smoothly for decades to
come.

I hope this article encourages you to
overhaul one of your Lionel locomotives
to improve its performance and keep it
running down the tracks for decades to
come.
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O-gauge models represent a huge portion
of the model railroading hobby. Many of
our current members began their
attraction to trains with Lionel trains at an
early age. And many continue their
involvement in the hobby with layouts or
collection
of
Lionel
and
other
manufacturer’s models.
Watch the next issue for another of Bob’s
articles as he continues to share his
enjoyment of the hobby with us.
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
2020 Convention & Meeting
Cleveland, OH - May 15 – 17, 2020
Holiday Inn Cleveland South
6001 Rockside Road
Independence, Ohio 44131

Schedule
Friday, May 15, 2020
• Registration 9 am – 9 pm
• Self-Guided Layout Tours 10:00 am –
4:00 pm
• Presentations 3 pm – 9:00 pm
• Collinwood Shop open
Saturday, May 16, 2020
• Buses Load for Tour 8:00 am
• Visit Former NYC Station Museums
o Conneaut & North East, PA
o Route – Cleveland Flats & Lakefront,
Ashtabula Harbor, GE Plant at Erie
• Return to hotel 5:30 pm
• Banquet 6:00 pm
• Guest Speaker Henry Posner - 8:00 pm
• Special Speaker – Rich Stoving
• Annual Meeting
• Collinwood Shop open after meeting
Sunday, May 17, 2020
• Presentations 10:00 am – 2 pm
• Train & Railroadiana Show 10:00 am –
3:00 pm
• Collinwood Shop 10:00 am – 3 pm
NYCSHS Website: www.NYCSHS.org to
download registration forms.
Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net

Historic Sites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grafton Tower
Cleveland Terminal Tower
NYCSHS Headquarters (Friday noon –
5:00pm) (Sunday noon – 4:00pm)
Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad
Shaker Rapid Transit
Midwest Railway Preservation Soc.
Cleveland Museum of Art
Western Reserve Historical Soc.
Great Lakes Science Center
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Pro Football Hall of Fame
MAPS Air Museum
Stan Hywet Hall & Gardens
National First Ladies Library

Hobby Stores & Layouts
•
•

Depot Trains & Hobby - Cleveland
Train Station - Columbus

Hotel Rooms
Hotel rooms will be available at the Holiday Inn
Cleveland South $99.00 plus 16.5% tax per
night including breakfast. To qualify for this
reduced rate hotel reservations must be made
prior to April 13, 2020. Website for hotel is:

hirockside.com
Reservations should be made at 216-524-8050,
Ext. 298 and ask for a room in the Railroad
Historical Society block.

Presenters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alliance Division/LEA & WRR - Chip Syme
Jet RDC M-497 - Don Wetzel
Should We Build a NYC Hudson Replica? –
Brian Hebert
NYC & Interurban – Blaine Hays
Michigan Central/Northern District – Kevin
Keefe
NYC Interlocking Towers Review – Dan
Manners/Shel Lustig
Estate Planning for Model Railroaders &
Railroadiana Collectors – Frank Bongiovanni
Railway Bridges of Cleveland – Mike Lytle
NYC’s DES-13, EMD’s NW-2 Modeled–
Seth Lakin
Scratchbuilding a MCRR Flagstop Shelter–
Seth Lakin
NYC Diesel Paint Schemes – Dave Mackay
NYC & Other Fairbanks Morse Diesels –
Frank Bongiovanni
RPOs on the NYC – Dr. Frank Scheer
NYC Hudson Models – Hugh Guillaume
Cleveland Union Terminal and Terminal
Tower – Chuck Klein

We are still signing up presenters. If you have a
presentation you would like to give, contact Frank
Bongiovanni at bongiovanni1@hotmail.com
Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and layouts
is the best that the committee understands as of 10/15/19
and may change due to factors beyond its control. Some
of these presentations may change.
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New York Central System Historical Society
2020 Convention & Meeting
Cleveland, OH - May 15 – 17, 2020
Registration Form
Please Print
Name of Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member #_________
Name(s) of Additional Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________
City______________________________________________State/Province_________Zip/Postal Code_________
Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________
Emergency Contact Name (Other than traveling companions)__________________________________
Emergency Contact Phone Number___________________________Relationship_______________________
Number of Attendees________________ Total Amount Paid $______________________
Banquet Choices: Number of each selection. (Must add up to the number of registrations.)
Beef___

Chicken____

Vegetarian_______

Please send payment & registration to: NYCSHS
Convention 2020
Ralph Schiring
16623 Oak Street
Omaha, NE 68130-2051
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS, Inc.

Registration Fee:

NYCSHS Members’ (Including family members) cost is $179.00 each for all activities
including the Saturday evening banquet. Non-members can register at $179.00 plus a fee
of $44.00 for a total of $223.00. The extra fee covers membership in the Society for one
year, including all rights and benefits, along with one year of the Central Headlight.
Hotel Rooms (Double or King) have been made available at the: Holiday Inn Cleveland
South $99.00 plus 16.5% tax per night including breakfast. To qualify for this reduced rate
hotel reservations must be made prior to April 13, 2020. Website for hotel is:
hirockside.com. Please call 1-216-524-8050 Ext. 298 - asking for a room at the Holiday Inn
Cleveland South in the NYCSHS block. You are responsible for making your own
reservations. They are not included in this registration.
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Rutland Vans (Cabooses) # 25 - 37
Article by Jeff English
The NYCSHS is always working to
provide
information
to
model
manufacturers, and fairly often these
manufacturers are interested in making
New
York
Central
“19000-series”
cabooses. It is to the advantage of all
concerned that there is a very close
similarity of a group of cabooses on the
Rutland Railroad, and the NYCSHS is now
able to provide information on the
Rutland when manufacturers ask about
the “19000-series”. Note that the Rutland
mainly used the term “van” rather than
caboose.
The Rutland Railroad was a wholly owned
subsidiary of the New York Central during
the years 1905 – 1911 and was very closely
affiliated thereafter until the 1950
reorganization from bankruptcy. Even
after 1950, until cessation of operations
due to a 1961 strike, the Rutland drew
from NYC’s mechanical department for
support and advice in procurement and
management of rolling stock.
In 1920, the Rutland acquired twelve
“underframe kits” from NYC’s Merchants
Despatch Transportation shops in East
Rochester, NY, consisting of truss-rod
underframes, trucks and brake rigging.
These twelve cars were completed in
Rutland, VT, with wood carbodies visibly
following the standard NYC design, and
assigned car numbers 76 – 87. In 1924 they
were renumbered 25 – 28 and 30 – 37 (no
information why the number 29 was
passed over).
Originally delivered with arch-bar trucks,
eight received more-modern cast steel
trucks over time, including the diamond
NYCentral Modeler

Photos as noted.
T-section type seen on many NYC
cabooses, and later the “Bettendorf” type.
Notable visible differences between the
Rutland and NYC: 1. The Rutland had
ladder stiles that extend up and over the
running boards (as built). 2. As time went
on, the Rutland tried different variations
in the configuration of running boards,
particularly around the cupola. 3. Rutland
corner step boxes have a straight front
edge as built (some changed later to NYCstyle S-curve edge). 4. Some cars received
taller cupolas later in their service lives
(numbers 27, 34, 36). 5. Rutland used
sheet-metal water diverters above the side
windows (probably all cars, from
sometime in the 1930s).
An additional group of eight Rutland cars
was built later in the 1920s, numbered 8087 (later renumbered 40-47). These cars
did not have truss rods, and were built
with taller cupolas. They were otherwise
very close to the same as the earlier cars,
but since none had truss rods or the low
cupola, they will not be considered further
here.
Surviving vans in the 25 - 37 series
include:
27 - privately owned, Bartonsville, VT
(“Bettendorf” trucks)
28 – Steamtown NHS, Scranton, PA (archbar trucks)
31 – privately owned, Barnet, VT
(diamond T-section trucks)
32 – on display in Chester, MA, lettered
“B&A” (diamond T-section trucks)
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33 – served as Ulster County tourism
office, Kingston, NY, until removed to a
highway garage; current status unknown
36 – privately owned, Barnet, VT
(diamond T-section trucks)
37 - privately owned, Alstead, NH (no
trucks)
At least six cars out of twelve is a pretty
remarkable survival rate!
Painting and Lettering – Four Primary
Paint and Lettering Schemes
1st Example: White Roman lettering on a
red carbody, either cherry red or oxide
red, depending on time frame. Black
trucks and underframe, black end
platforms, black roof and running boards,
black grab irons, and red cupola.

An example of 1st painting and lettering
scheme - post-WW II application.
Rutland,
VT, Sept. 6, 1948, Paul Dunn collection

2nd Example: This one is the same as the 1st
except: “ROUTE OF The Whippet” was
added on the car sides, and it was the only
cherry red scheme. Its earliest use was
circa 1938-39. It was out of use after
World War II. (Within the number 25 – 37
series, only 33, 34, and 37 are known to
have worn this scheme.)

The word Rutland consists of a 9-inch “R”
followed by 5-inch letters underlined by a
1 ¼-inch stripe. Road number figures are
7-inch.
Positioning of road name and number
varied on later repaints, especially postWW II. The lettering diagram provided
with this document represents this
scheme. It should not be relied on for the
actual shape of letters. Roman letters and
digits followed NYC lettering drawings,
which are not provided here. All twelve
vans were delivered in this scheme, which
did not change when they were re
numbered.
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An example of 2nd scheme. Bob’s Photos

3rd Example: This one had yellow gothic
lettering on oxide red carbody. The black
areas were same as 1st example. The road
numbers were painted twice on each side
above truck centers. This scheme appears
to be exclusively used for company service
in a non-transportation function. The
photo below shows van 28 serving as a
stationary bunkhouse in Bellows Falls, VT.
(In the 25 – 37 series, only 28 wore this
scheme which was applied circa 1951 and
lasted until after the 1961 strike).
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Rutland Vans (Cabooses) # 25 - 37
Some Photos That May Be Representative
Of The Van Painting Colors

An example of scheme at Bellows Falls, Vt.,
August 1951. John C. LaRue collection

4th Example: This van had a green carbody
with a yellow window band on all four
sides, and green gothic lettering on a
yellow window band “GREEN MT
GATEWAY” was the herald in yellow on
green carbody. It had a green cupola,
yellow handrails, and black areas same as
1st scheme. The grab irons and road
numbers were in yellow gothic shown
twice on each side above truck centers.
The green and yellow colors are reputed to
be identical to those used by Chicago &
North Western as applied to Alco-built
locomotives in the early 1950s. (In the 25 –
37 series, 33, 35, 36 & 37 are known to have
worn this scheme.)

An example of 4th scheme, Bellows Falls, VT,
June 20, 1956. Dave Sweetland collection/
Bob’s Photos
(Note: this car, 44, is not part of the 25 – 37
series but the photo shows the scheme well.)
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This photo shows the possibly cherry red
scheme, but is very late for that one. North
Bennington, Vt. August 14, 1952. Photo by
Stephen R. Payne

A Rutland van in oxide red at Bellows Falls,
VT in. 1952. Arthur Mitchell/Bob’s Photos

This one is in the green & yellow scheme at
Alburgh, VT in July 1953. Photo provided by
Lawson Hill – Boston Chapter NRHS

NOTE: higher resolution of any images
shown here can be provided, and
additional images can be provided by the
author to help develop artwork.
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Rutland Vans (Cabooses) # 25 - 37
Some photos of Rutland Caboose Models

MDC model conversion with F&E cupola,
Grandt Line windows, and Utah Pacific
smokejack. Randy Laframboise model and
photo.

MDC conversion with scratchbuilt low
cupola, Grandt Line windows, and Utah
Pacific smokejack. Randy Laframboise model
and photo.

Rutland Van #37. Model and photo by
Andrew Clermont.

Later van that started as a MDC kit with a
scratch built cupola and sides. William
Badger model and photo.

Railrworks model of a later series. William
Badger model and photo.
A K-Val Engineering craftsman kit, but still
with the NYC end ladders. William Badger
model and photo.

NYCentral Modeler
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2020 NYCSHS Convention T-Shirt
Order Your NYCSHS 2020 Convention T-Shirt Today
Again this year we have worked with Daylight Sales to develop a unique t-shirt for the
convention. The shirt features a NYCS Red Logo on the left front and a graphic for our 50th
Anniversary Year on the back. The shirts come in short and long sleeves in sizes S, M, L, XL,
XXL and XXXL. The long sleeve shirts come with and without pockets.
They are available for order now and can be picked up at the Convention to save postage.
You may also order them to be shipped after the Convention. All are available in the
Collinwood Shop.

Front

Back

Pick up at the convention and no shipping charge added. Order now and after the
convention they can be shipped to you and shipping will be added. Ohio residents will pay
8% Ohio sales tax.
Shirt pricing: Short sleeve S, M, L, XL NYCSHS Members $15.98, XXL & XXXL $17.98
Long sleeve S, M, L, XL NYCSHS Members $18.67 XXL & XXXL $20.67
Long sleeve with pockets M, L, X NYCSHS Members $23.46, XXL & XXXL $25.46
To order in the Collinwood Shop: http://www.nycshs.net/ConventionRegistration_c_23.html
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New York Central System 50th Anniversary
2020 Convention T-Shirt Order Form
Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address_______________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country____________ Telephone_______________ Email_____________________
Number of T-shirts Purchased:
Short Sleeve S___ M___ L___ XL___ XXL___ XXXL___
Long Sleeve S___ M___ L___ XL___ XXL___ XXXL___
Long Sleeve with Pocket S___ M___ L___ XL___ XXL___ XXXL___
Shirt pricing: Short sleeve S, M, L, XL NYCSHS Members $15.98, XXL & XXXL $17.98
Long sleeve S, M, L, XL NYCSHS Members $18.67 XXL & XXXL $20.67
Long sleeve with pockets M, L, X NYCSHS Members $23.46, XXL & XXXL $25.46
Pick up at the convention and no shipping charge added. Order now and after the
convention they can be shipped to you and shipping must be added. Ohio residents must
pay 8% Ohio sales tax. If you wish them shipped, add $8.00 shipping charge.

Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
(US currency only.)
Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
2020 T-Shirts
P.O. Box 328
Shady Side MD 20764
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Making a NYC Wheel Car, Lot 756-B - Part One
Article by Al Werner
This story began last Christmas. My son
presented me with an Accurail 55-Ton
USRA Hopper lettered for the Cincinnati
Northern. I assembled it in an afternoon
and that got the juices going to try
something else.
About that time I
happened to check out an excellent book
called NYC Color Guide to Freight and
Passenger Equipment by David R.
Sweetland and Robert J. Yanosey. On the
cover is a photograph of a boxcar that I
had glanced over many times. A closer
look indicated that this car was actually a
rebuilt forty-foot refrigerator car. It was
built in 1922 and converted into an
insulated car to carry automotive
components in 1946.

The photo on this book was the inspiration for
Al to kitbash his model NYC wheel car.
Morning Sun Books cover.
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Photos by Al, except as noted.
A search of my kit archive uncovered two
forty-foot DS Wood Reefers with wood
ends. They were Walthers SP 932-2410 and
ATSF 932-2404. I proceeded to strip the
factory paint job using CHAMELEON
Paint stripper. It took a while, but soaking
and work with an old toothbrush did the
job. I’m sure that there are many other
strippers that would work just as well.

Al started the process with one of these
Walthers’ PFE SP 40’ wood reefer with
wooden ends.

Now for the trickiest part of the
conversion, removing the unneeded stuff
from the unpainted body casting. In days
past I would hack away with a collection
of X-Acto knives and usually make a botch
of parts of the car. In the last twenty years
or so I have devoted a lot of time to
woodworking and gained a little bit of
skill with a chisel. I acquired a small and
very sharp one and figured maybe it could
be used to remove ladders, tack boards,
etc. With some practice I found that it
worked like a charm. A word of advice,
find an old kit that you can practice on
before you mess up the conversion body.
Peel the unwanted parts off with very thin
shavings. I was concerned that the tack
boards would be a problem but removing
them wasn’t bad. The chisel with a 6-mm
edge is very handy at gently scraping and
cleaning glue marks also.
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Making a NYC Wheel Car, Lot 756-B - Part One
could have done better. Using a small
square and a sharp pencil I marked their
places and glued the straps to the ends
first. The ladders are glued to the straps on
both the sides and ends.

This gives us a look at the wood reefer as it
came and the first part of the modification
process using styrene strips.

The things that make this car so distinctive
are the bolt heads. It has over a hundred of
them. I don’t know what size they are but
they are very small. A #75 drill with a pin
vise makes a nice hole but you can figure
on breaking some drills. I start each hole
with a very sharp center punch.

Al used strip styrene for the straps and side
beams and a pin vise to drill the holes for the
bolt heads.

A half hour is about enough for one work
session. Use good tweezers, an Optivisor
and adequate lighting. The car has four
straps wrapping around each end onto the
sides. I estimated the strap locations from
the prototype picture and in hindsight I
NYCentral Modeler

By now you may have noticed my goof.
The side ladders on the prototype have six
rungs and my car has seven. I’ll correct
this when I build another car. I used the
roof walk that came with the kit. I found
some end walks in my parts bin. The
straps were cut from strip styrene 0.010 x
0.060. The side beams near the eaves are
scale 6x10.
Converting these cars from reefers to box
cars meant removing the ice hatches and
attaching four more roof ribs plus two end
walks. I tried installing plastic strap steps
but they were too weak. I cut them off and
made new ones from brass flat bar 0.015 x
0.042.

This photo provides a good view of the
completed car with all of the hatches, ladders,
side beams, straps, and other details in place
prior to painting and lettering.

The car was air brushed with two coats of
Polly Scale #414293 Zinc Chromate Primer
acrylic paint. The last challenge was
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Making a NYC Wheel Car, Lot 756-B - Part One
getting a decal stating that the car should
be returned to the NYCRR at Lansing,
Michigan. The decal is located just to the
left side of the door. They were made by
Modelers’ Decals and Paint and they did a
great job.
I substituted metal wheel sets and used a
paint mask to air brush them.

Al finished the car with the correct paint color
and decals and now has a very nice
prototypical car for his collection.

This project has been all the more
interesting in that I turn eighty this year.
This has been a nice test of coordination
and patience. I also intend to build another
wheel car with improved strap and bolt
locations and will keep you informed of
my progress. Thank you for your time.

Al is working on a model of the Elkhart,
IN, NYC station and promises to provide
us with an article about his construction of
the model. Hopefully, Al will finish the
project and share it with us soon.

NYCentral Modeler
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A Model Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division – Part 7
Article by David Howarth

Photos by David

This is an update of the progress of an
O-Scale two-rail layout of the NYC
West Shore River Division running up
the West Shore of the Hudson River,
located in Sydney, Australia.
Work has started on the track laying of
the Weehawken Yard in New Jersey,
which on the model is about 100 feet in
length and will involve many tracks
including four piers, which extend into
the Hudson River. The layout is
described in previous parts of this
story.
There are over 160 turnouts on the
layout, with Weehawken Yard having
over 40 turnouts. A decision was made
early in construction to use the Fast
Tracks method of building turnouts.
There are two reasons for this. First, if
built correctly the turnouts provide
hassle free operations with no
derailments. Secondly, the cost of OScale ready-to-run turnouts is high
and with the large number required
the use of the Fast Track method is
very cost efficient. They just take time
to build, but if done in batches they
seem to build pretty quickly.
We have used Number 6 and 8
turnouts in the yards, and Number 8
and 10 turnouts on the mainlines. Tim
Warris, the Fast Track Owner, was
very accommodating in designing a
Number 10 Turnout Jig, when asked to
do so, and they look wonderful as
crossovers on the double track
mainline.
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This overview of the area of Weehawken
Yard shows where track laying has
started. This area will have a working
Rotary Dumper, which was not
prototypical for the NYC yard but will be
operationally interesting as a model. The
dismantled dumper is seen on the
benchwork.

Turnout Construction Methodology
The Editor, Noel Widdifield, has asked
for a description of the way we build
the turnouts in O-Scale. This is more
labour intensive than in HO-scale
where ready cut ties are available for
the turnouts.
This is the method used:
Following the Fast Track Turnout
Templates, which can be downloaded
for free from their website, the 105mm
long turnout timbers from Fast Track
are individually cut to the lengths
required for the desired turnout size.
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This is best done in batches using a
small bench top saw table. The timbers
are taped together, once cut, as shown
on the photo below.

Turnout Timbers for a Number 8 Turnout

Using the jigs provided for Code 124
rail, the “steel work” is cut and shaped
and then soldered onto printed circuit
board ties, which are bought from Fast
Tracks but need to be cut to size. There
are
comprehensive
Fast
Track
manuals, which can be downloaded to
show you step by step how to form the
“steel work” of the turnouts.

Under the track we have used 6 mm
thick cork for the Mainline and 3 mm
thick cork for the yards. Once the track
centre lies are marked out, the
positions of the turnouts are defined
and the outline of the “steel work”
traced onto the cork. Then the ties for
the turnout are stuck onto the cork
with PVA glue. Their positions are
checked by eye against the “steel
work” to ensure that the spacing of the
ties is correct.
Once the ties are glued down, the slot
for the point motor wire is drilled out.
The “steel work” is then glued down
onto the ties using a contact adhesive
type glue.

The position of the turnout and rail is
trial fitted onto the cork.

Turnout “Steel Work” for a Number 8
Turnout completed using a Jig.
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With the turnouts in position, the
Micro Engineering Flextrack is bent to
the required radius and cut to length
to fit onto the turnout “steel work”. A
trial fitting of all rail, including the use
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of rail joiners, is done to ensure
everything fits prior to fixing the rail
in place. Once bent to the correct
radius O-Scale Flextrack retains its
shape.
We have been using the MTH Rail
Joiners for S-Scale, which fit the Code125 rail very nicely and hold all of the
track in place for the trial and final
fitting.
The Flextrack is then removed, an
acrylic sealant spread over the cork
and the track re-laid, secured in place
with temporary nails, checked by eye
and straight edges to ensure the fit is
fine and then bricks are put on top of
the track until the sealant dries. The
sealant gives plenty of time to make
final adjustments and dries within an
hour. It holds the track in place
perfectly.

The sealant used to hold the flextrack in
place. This gives enough time to make
final adjustments to the track but sets
within an hour of placing. It holds the
track very well.

NYCentral Modeler

The sealant is spread over the cork.

Final adjustments are made to the rail
using nails driven through the cork into
the baseboards. The ultimate control is
sighting along the track using your eyes,
which can pick up the slightest
irregularity.
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Funnel line, which bought eight ships,
one of which was named Troilus. The
Blue Funnel Line was a British based
Shipping Company.
We have not been able to find a photo
of a Liberty Ship docked at
Weehawken, and it is likely the Blue
Funnel Liners would have docked on
the East Side of the Hudson River, but
there is just the chance that the Troilus
found its way to Pier 2 at Weehawken!

Just to ensure there is no movement
bricks are used to hold the track in place
once the alignment has been fixed. On
curved sections there is a tendency for the
track to move outwards even if nailed
down.

The Arrival of the Liberty Ship
During World War II there was a need
to replace shipping lost in the war
against Germany. One solution was
the building of large numbers of
prefabricated ships called Liberty
Ships. These were built in the United
States very quickly and helped make
up for ships lost to German U-Boat
submarines.
After the war a number of these ships
were bought by shipping companies
and used as cargo and passenger
liners. American modelling friends
have stated they saw many of these
Liberty Ships moored in the upper
reaches of the Hudson River after the
war. One of the companies who
bought the Liberty Ships was the Blue
NYCentral Modeler

About four years ago a professional
model ship builder Russell French was
commissioned to produce a model,
which could be positioned on the
“Warehouse Pier” of Weehawken. As
a sole practitioner Russell has been
swamped with orders, primarily from
large defence contractors wanting
models of their military ships.
Nevertheless, and in time for the
commencement of track work for
Weehawken Yard, the model of a Blue
Funnel Line Liberty Ship named
Troilus arrived in June 2019.
One compromise has been to build the
ship in 1/72 scale. This was done to fit
into the pier length available, and to
use available hulls cast at that scale.
The scale difference will not be noticed
by most visitors, and is something that
has been done in previous layouts. The
result is great; with one of the few
corrections to be made is the
repainting of the funnel to a paler blue
to match the correct Blue Funnel Line
colour. Appropriate, House, Courtesy
and Country flags will be added.
The photos show the ship next to a
mock up of the final warehouse and
uncompleted pier details. The ship’s
hull will be sunk into the MDF water.
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A Liberty Ship bought by the Blue Funnel Line after the Second World War and name
Troilus. This model is six-foot-long and will be “sunk” into the MDF water and placed
adjacent to a model of the warehouse built on Pier 2 of the prototype Weehawken Docks.

Work is continuing on the Weehawken Yard track work, and the interesting
structures that will be built for this dock area, which will make a spectacular scene as
visitors enter into the layout shed.

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society
2020 Calendar Order Form

NEW YORK CENTRAL

2020

Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address________________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________
Number of Calendars Purchased___________________________
Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
Calendars are $16.00 each. Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio
Sales Tax or $1.28 per calendar. (US currency only.)

Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
2020 Calendar Order
17038 Roosevelt Ave.
Lockport, IL 60441-4734
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NYCS Shines at Chicagoland RPM
Article by Bob Chapman

Photos by Bob

Among the clinics and models at the
Chicagoland 2019 Railroad Prototype
Modelers (RPM) meet, New York Central
System models and modelers were front
and center.

Craig modeled flat #499323 from a HO
scale ProtoWest cast resin kit. The load is
blocked and secured consistent with AAR
regulations.

The dealer and display room at the 25th
Chicagoland Railroad Prototype Meet.

Roger Hinman presented Part 5 of his steel
freight car roster clinic series “Covered
Hoppers”. Craig Wilson featured several
loads on NYCS rolling stock within his
clinic on “Open Loads”. Among the
models displayed were eight NYCS
representatives at the show.

Craig Wilson modeled flatcar #469132
from a Red Caboose HO scale kit. The
lumber load was built from scale lumber
around a balsa wood core.
NYCentral Modeler

Rust is showing at the seams of Ed
Rethwisch’s HO scale boxcar #152537. The
model card was silent regarding the
model’s manufacturer.

Frank Hicks displayed MDT reefer #17260.
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four-foot left hand door was scratchbuilt
to match the model’s six-foot door.

Another MDT reefer, 1924-vintage #19509,
was modeled in HO by Jon Pansius. The
core body was from a private cast resin
run by Dr. Dave Campbell. The hatches
were reworked to open position, and the
ladder scratchbuilt from styrene.

Bob Chapman’s NYC 50-foot gondola
#751245 was built from a HO scale
Sunshine Models kit, following the kit’s
instructions.

Jeremy Dummler modeled early-1900s
prototype P&LE boxcar #33458 in
Proto48. The core is cast resin, with many
details added; decals from Mohawk River.

Express reefer #5859 makes an encore
appearance following its article in the Q3
2019 NYCentral Modeler. Bob Chapman’s
HO scale model was built from a Sunshine
Models kit.

Lisle, IL Sheraton Hotel – Oct 16 - 18
Ray Breyer brought an in-process model of
a 1920’s NYC auto car, based on Accurail’s
#1300-series 36’ HO scale carbody. The
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NYCSHS Archive Products DVDs
The NYCSHS archive crew has been busy scanning photos and documents in order to
produce a series of DVDs with some of this material recorded. We are very pleased to
continue to offer these DVDs to you to help with your research and modeling of the NYC.
Take a couple of minutes to look at some of these products that are available in the
Collinwood Shop.
Here are the latest:

NYC Lines Magazine 1911 – 1932/ NYCentral Modeler 2011- 2018/ NYC Signals Department

NYCS Diesel Locomotives/ Steam Locomotives of the NYC – Lines- System
These and more can be ordered online in the Collinwood Shop
http://www.NYCSHS.net
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NYC’s Former MC&CS Waycars – Part 2
Article by Seth Lakin
Modeling 32’ 6” Waycars,
NYC 17848-17929 and 17981-17990

In part one of this series that appeared in
the previous issue of NY Central Modeler
we examined and built HO scale models of
New York Central’s former Michigan
Central and Canada Southern 30-foot
waycars that were built between 1877 and
1914. In this second part we will look and
build models of the former Michigan
Central and Canada Southern 32-foot sixinch waycars.
These waycars were outwardly similar to
the later version of the 30-foot waycar with
three windows ahead the cupola and one
behind but were two and a half feet
longer. Unlike the earlier 30-foot waycars
that were built with a wood frame then
rebuilt with steel frames in the 1920s these
longer cars were built new with steel
frames. Built between 1917 and 1923 in
the railroad’s shops in West Detroit,
Michigan these waycars were assigned lot
numbers 367, 429 and 471 under NYC’s lot
numbering system. Starting at Michigan
Central 2200 they were numbered up to
2278 for a total of 79 cars. Ten identical
Canada Southern waycars were built
under lot 428 in 1921 at the shops in St
Thomas, Ontario.
These ten Canada
Southern waycars were numbered 23070
to 23079 occupying numbers that were
NYCentral Modeler

Photos by Seth except as noted
vacated from renumbering the highest 30foot cars.

Built in 1918 as MC 2212, NYC 17860, a 32foot six-inch bodied waycar is shown in Three
Rivers, Michigan. L.G. Isaac photo, Lawrence
Bolton Collection

The 1936 NYC system wide renumbering
grouped like types of equipment from all
component railroads together with NYC
reporting initials. The Michigan Central
32-foot six-inch bodied waycars were
renumbered to NYC 17848 to 17929. The
ten former Canada Southern 32-foot sixinch cars were renumbered to NYC 17981
to 17990.

NYC 17859 shown here in July 1966 was built
under lot 367 in 1918 as Michigan Central
2211. It would be renumbered to 17859 with
the 1936 system wide renumbering. Later it
was rebuilt with one less window on each side
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and plywood sides. F.M. Klock photo, John C.
LaRue Jr. Collection, NYCSHS Archive Image
PB300.042A

Plywood sides started appearing on New
York Central cabooses just after World
War II. The most famous NYC plywood
side cabooses were the five gray and
crimson lot 732 Pacemaker cabooses. Most
types of the diverse NYC caboose fleet
including all three versions of the
Michigan Central waycars received
plywood sides. For those interested in
other models of NYC plywood cabooses,
the NYCSHS has exclusive HO scale
models of American Model Builders Lot
732 Pacemaker plywood side and 19000
plywood series cabooses available in the
company store.
Building models of the 32-foot 6-inch
Michigan Central and Canada Southern
waycars goes together much like the 30foot waycars I described in the last issues
of NY Central Modeler. But instead of
shortening the Model Die Casting 3
window caboose, we need to lengthen it.
Besides a 32-foot six-inch tongue and
groove sided waycar, I’ll also show how I
built plywood sided waycar, as well as
some details that appeared on the waycars
later in life.
The MDC caboose’s body measures a scale
30-foot eight inches. Not quite long
enough to model a 32-foot six-inch
Michigan Central waycar. A donor kit is
needed to give pieces needed to lengthen
the model. Luckily building a model of
Nickel Plate ex Lake Erie & Western 26foot caboose as described by Dave
Campbell in the Fall 2011 issue of NKP
Modeler’s Notebook shortens the MDC kit
leaving over just enough scarp pieces to
NYCentral Modeler

lengthen another MDC kit to model a NYC
former 32-foot 6-inch Michigan Central
waycar. A separate donor kit could be
used to supply the needed sections for up
to four NYC waycar kit bashes.

The body of the NKP caboose is glued back
together on top while the removed piece is
ready to be inserted into the NYC waycar on
bottom.

The conversion from a MDC three
window wood-sided caboose to a NYC 32foot 6-inch waycar begins the same way as
the 30-foot conversions by removing the
sides from the body and cutting the body
into two sections. Using the scrap body
floor piece from the NKP kit bash, trim the
piece to .310” wide and glue the two ends
and splice piece back together using a
piece of styrene sheet as a joint brace.
When completed, the body should
measure 4.483” for the 32-6’ers between
the outside end walls.

The frame piece also gets an extension.
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NYC’s Former MC&CS Waycars – Part 2
Moving to the frame piece, again cut into
two pieces and insert a .310” piece from
the NKP scraps. Remove the kit’s steps
and narrow the end platform just like the
30-foot cars. Continue with the steps
described in conversion of the 30-foot with
the installation of .125” I beams between
the bolsters. For the .060” I beam needle
beams these are set .780 inward from each
bolster.
The rebuilding of the end platforms is the
same with a piece of .020” thick HO 3 ¼”
space car siding and new end beams from
a .080’x125” strip. Detailing of the frame is
also the same with grab irons; coupler cut
bars, caboose steps and a small strip
styrene and end of a Kadee coupler box for
the draft gear. Brake gear, needle beams,
truss rods and turnbuckles all are
identical. The under floor toolboxes are
built the same as well but the length of the
toolbox is slightly longer at 1.100” long.
Like the 30-foot cut, new sides from a
sheet of .040” thick 3 ¼ spaced car siding
that is 1.060” tall and 4.483” long with the
scribes running widthwise. Using the
caliper, scribe two lines .170 and .540”
from one edge the entire length of each
side of non-scribed side. Mark the sides at
0.414” and 0.667” for the first window;
1.552” and 1.805” for the second window;
2.678” and 2.931” for the third window;
and 3.816” and 4.069” for the fourth
window from the non-cupola edge. If
modeling a waycar with a window
removed, simply don’t cut that opening.

NYCentral Modeler

Modeling a plywood sided waycar is a simple
deviation in the modeling process. The joints
between the plywood sheets are scribed with a
square and an X-acto knife.

Modeling a plywood sided waycar is easy.
Simply replace the .040” 3¼” spaced car
siding with .040” thick plain styrene. Once
the window openings are cut scribe lines
representing the plywood butt joints.
Most NYC plywood cabooses started with
a full sheet of 4-foot wide plywood on one
end and progressing with full sheets to the
end where a shortened sheet was used to
fill out the body. However, if this pattern
was done on 32-foot six-inch waycars it
would leave a 6-inch wide piece of
plywood on one end. The 32-foot six-inch
waycars started with a two foot wide piece
of plywood, seven full sheets then ended
with a two-foot six-inch wide piece to fill
out the end. To model the butt joints
using a small machinists’ square and a
block of wood and scribe lines at two, six,
ten, 14, 18, 22, 26 and 28 scale feet or .276”,
.828”, 1.379”, 1.931”, 2.483”, 3.034”, 3.586”
and 3.862” from one end.
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The ends of the waycar also received plywood
sheathing.

Plywood ends can be modeled by cutting
pieces of .010” plain styrene sheet wider
than needed and gluing to ends butting
next to the kit’s door. Then once the new
sides are attached the end sheets can be
trimmed and sanded to make a square
smooth corner. The end grab irons from
the kit then can be installed. Shine a light
from the inside and the location of the kit’s
holes for the grab irons next to the door
can be seen. The rest of the other grab ions
can be added just like the 30-foot waycars.
The ends of the cupola also received
plywood. To model this, a piece of .005”
styrene sheet also can be glued to the ends
of the cupola between the windows.

The roof is also extended with a scrap piece
discarded in building the NKP cabooses.

Moving to the roof, it also needs to be
lengthened just like the body and frame
pieces. Cut the roof into two pieces and
NYCentral Modeler

insert a .420” long section of roof section
that was removed from building the NKP
caboose. Like the 30-foot waycars remove
the raised centering ridges and make new
centering blocks on the inside of the inside
edge of the roof overhang extending the
overhang. Like the late version of the 30foot waycar, the cupola needs to be moved
.188” toward the center of the waycar. Use
the calipers to scribe a line to mark the
section of needed to be removed to extend
the cupola opening. Then a piece of
.125”x.188” styrene strip was added filling
in the gap left by moving the cupola
toward the center.

Mistakes are fixable. One mistake the roof
inset piece was cut too short requiring a
section of strip styrene to be added to make
the roof the correct length.

I made a few mistakes on my first attempt
at modifying the roof. First off I cut the
inserted roof piece too short by .080”. To
fix this mistake a strip of styrene was
added next to the splice in the roof, which
is the white piece on the middle of the roof
in the photo above. In moving the cupola
.188” toward the center of the waycar, I cut
the roof .188” toward the end not toward
the center. To fix this mistake three
sections of .125” styrene strip were added
on the end in the cupola opening resulting
in the block of white styrene on the right
side of the roof. The cupola opening was
slightly too wide when the cupola was
inserted, resulting in the addition of a thin
shim piece of styrene added to the left side
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NYC’s Former MC&CS Waycars – Part 2
of the opening. Then all the inserted
pieces of styrene were shaped with a mill
file and the roof was sanded smooth.
The model’s cupola measures six feet three
inches long, a little longer than the 30-foot
waycars six-foot wide cupola. The cupola
on the 32-foot six-inch waycar measures
six feet six inches. Adding .035” to the
length of the model’s cupola I think would
be little gain for a lot of work. So I left the
cupola unmodified; only adding roof
corner grab irons with eyebolts in the
corners.
Again like the 30-foot waycars the roof
walks were made from HO 1x6 strips with
.020”x.040” for the roof saddles. The short
section of the roof has six saddles like the
30-foot cars. The long section of the roof
has 16 roof saddles instead of the 13
saddles of the 30-footers. They are built
the same way as the 30-footers with pieces
of styrene cut long then trimmed to length
after the parts have dried. The smoke jack
is located six inches farther from the
cupola than the 30-footers at four feet nine
inches or .655” in HO scale.

Toilet vents were added to the roofs of some
waycars. A vent is easily scratch built with
styrene tubes. Also seen is the plywood added
to the cupola end and scratch built roof walk.

NYCentral Modeler

On my plywood side waycar I added a
toilet vent to the roof. Later in the
Michigan
Central
waycars
careers
enclosed dry hopper toilets replaced the
writing desk on the opposite side of the
waycar from the coal stove. Since I was
not putting a full interior in the waycar,
only the roof vent represents the addition
of the toilet. To model the vent, take a
section of 1/8” styrene tube and ream the
inside of the tube with a 3/32” drill bit.
Then cut the reamed 1/8” tube to six scale
inches or .069” making the top of the vent.
Then this is placed on the end of a 3/32”
styrene tube. A short piece of .040”
styrene rod is used to plug the hole in the
3/32 tube and the top of the vent is sanded
smooth. Then a 3/32 hole is drilled in the
roof .180” in front of the cupola .250” from
the roof’s edge. Then the top of the vent is
set at sixteen scale inches or .184” above
the roof.
The remaining details are modeled the
same way as described in the 30-foot
modeling article with .025” styrene rod
and .010”x.030” styrene strip for the
handrails.

The plywood model is ready to head to the
paint shop.

I used .015” round and .015”x.024” flat
wire and Tichy brake wheels for the hand
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brake equipment, .010”x.100” styrene
the corner braces and Tichy freight
ladders with .015”x.024” flat wire for
ladder side rails that extend above
roof.

for
car
the
the

The models were painted, lettered and
weathered with Scalecoat Oxide Red and
the roofs were painted flat black. The
waycars were lettered with NYCSHS HO
caboose decals and weathering consisted
of diluted washes of black, gray and
browns acrylic craft paint was applied to
the entire model.

a tap with a hammer little 1/8” styrene
discs were being created. Then these discs
were stuck on a piece of masking tape and
painted red. Then Detail Associates #2222
extra long eyebolts were bent at a 90degree angle just behind the eyelet. Then
these were glued to the unpainted side of
the discs. They were stuck to a piece of
masking tape red side down and then
were painted silver.

The finished model of NYC 17871.

Bill of Materials
Reflective red disc markers bring up the rear
end of NYC trains in the 1960s. Markers are
made by punching circles in styrene then
painted.

Red reflective disc markers had replaced
the original oil lamp markers by the time
period that I am modeling. To model
these markers, I made a punch out of a few
pieces of brass tube. A piece of 5/32” tube
was cut into to four pieces, three about an
inch long then one about a half inch. Then
these were soldered together so that there
is a small slot between the half inch piece
and one of the one inch pieces with the
other two one inch pieces acting as
support brace. Then a 3-inch piece of 1/8”
brass rod was cut to be the punch. After a
little filing and sanding of the solder
around the slot, a piece of .010”x.156”
styrene was passed thorough the slot and
NYCentral Modeler

Model Die Casting
3-window wood sided caboose kits (2)
Athearn
Steps from ATSF Style steel cupola
caboose
Detail Associates
2526 .015x.024 flat brass wire
Evergreen Scale Models
101 .010x.030 strip
106 .010x.100 strip
120 .020x.020 strip
122 .020x.040 strip
123 .020x.060 strip
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147 .040x.156 strip

8021 Turnbuckles

166 .080x.125 strip

8068 18x28” Work Car Windows

188 .125x.188 strip
219 .025 styrene rod
222 .062 styrene rod
271 .060 I beam
274 .125 I beam
2037 .020 thick HO 3 ¼” spaced car siding
4037 .040 thick HO 3 ¼” spaced car siding
8110 HO 1x10 strip

The finished model of NYC 17859, the

plywood sided model.

9005 .005 clear styrene sheet
Kadee
158 Whisker Couplers with Boxes
1581 T-Section Caboose Trucks
NYCSHS
3132.8 HO scale Caboose Decals
Tichy Train Group
1106 .012 Phosphor Bronze Wire
1102 .015 Phosphor Bronze Wire
1103 .020 Phosphor Bronze Wire
2001 18” Drop Grab Irons
2003 Roof Corner Grab Irons
2037 Eye Bolts
3021 AB Brake Gear
3033 Freight Car Ladders

Seth Lakin is an expert model builder and
has written many articles for the
NYCentral Modeler.
Almost all of the modeling he has shared
with us has been about the many NYC
cabooses that he has constructed.
In the next edition, Seth takes us back to
the 1990s and tells us about his work in
detailing a NYC kitbashed freight house.
His tale is about his involvement with the
Porter County Model Railroad Club, in
Valparaiso, IN and his work to provide a
freight house for the club.
Don’t miss this one from Seth. Watch for
the 2nd Qtr. 2020 edition of the NYCentral
Modeler.

3074 10” Queen Posts
NYCentral Modeler
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We introduced this feature in the
NYCentral Modeler to showcase some of
our NYCSHS members modeling. We are
requesting that you send us some photos
of your models with a short caption. We
will showcase these models in each new
edition. Send photos to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Mike Woodburn’s Models

An A-B-A set of Baldwin RF-16 shark nose
units, (NYC class DFA-8a) and a Baldwin
DR-4-4-15 "Baby Face" A-B set, (NYC class
DFA-4a) are seen spotted at the fuel rack on
the Sebring Model Railroad Club.

A baby face & some sharks (owned by Mike)
at the Sebring, OH model railroad club. The
Baby Face Baldwins were custom painted
Hallmark Brass models and the Baldwin
Sharks are Broadway Limited models. Both
sets of locomotives are owned by Mike
Woodburn and Mike took the photos during
an operating session at the Sebring club.

NYCentral Modeler

R. B. Philips Models

This is a project R.B. did where he used recent
slides for the completion of an ancient JC
Models coach-baggage with chopped and
shortened Branchline coach roof. He used
their wood floor, cast ends, and old cast
underbody detail, too. Photo by R. B.

Tom Bailey Model

This loco was an LMB supposedly H-10 b that
was really an A model with the outside dry
pipe. It was used and inoperative. It had a
broken driver that been replaced by another,
and the crankpin locations didn't match. To
compensate, the owner then tried to file the
gearbox so that it might somehow work. Tom
got a new driver set from LMB and begged a
machinist he knew to maybe fix the
gearbox. He did, and it is the smoothest
gearbox on any of Tom’s locomotives.
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He used a photo of the prototype 2392 taken
near Vassar MI as a guide in rebuilding. This
was always a Michigan Central version, and
they differed in several small details from
their Big 4 brethren. Tom stripped all of the
stock detail and replaced it with mostly CalScale parts, including headlight, air
compressors, Duplex stoker engine, tender
water scoop, boiler check valves, injector,
Elesco feedwater heater and cold water
pump.
He approximated the frontend throttle casing
ahead of the stack and scratch-built the
compressor shields, because there were no
commercial offerings that were even close.

Noel Widdifield Models (Again)

A view of my 1/29-scale roundhouse and
turntable that will soon be history.

He exchanged the stock 72-inch cab with a 78inch version from his Sunset K-5. He replaced
the original valve gear with the Kemtron
version with beading added to the
hangar. The wooden pilot came from an old
English pacific.
Tom says that it is ironic that this project has
developed some interest now, because looking
at it now, he really wants to modify it again
to replace the feed water heater with the
larger version from Cary, and build a new
tender with the MC-only curved extensions to
top sides of the tender coal pocket. Photo by
Doug Leffler

Mario Scaizo’s Holiday Model

I am moving and will take down my layout
after 20 years of construction and operation.
This is an issue we all face. My locos, rolling
stock, accessories, track, buildings, figures,
bridges, electronics or track are available.
They go up for sale in March 2020. Interested?

Mario calls his Christmas village Hickory
Creek, NY. (He used to live on Hickory Street,
and it’s a tribute to the NYCS observation
car. And it’s the North Pole Central, which
uses the NYC’s oval logo. Photo by Mario

We spend an inordinate amount of time
trying to get our members to share their
modeling with us. We cannot continue to
publish the magazine without your help.
You take the time to read it, how about
contributing to it. This column was an
attempt to make it easier to share photos
rather than writing articles, but we have
gotten very few photos.

NYCentral Modeler
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Join the NYCSHS Today and Be a Part of the Best

Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store. We
offer a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs,
NYCSHS calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts,
jackets, polo shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mouse pads, cups, and
art prints -- all with the NYC logo.
Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at
20% off MSRP. For some of the locos, this means a savings of more than $50 each.
To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today. Memberships start at only $44
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood
Shop”. Join using the application on page 60 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”.

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2020 New Membership Application
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$42.00
$57.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society.
These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip:________________________
Country if outside U.S.A.: _______________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.

Yes

No
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2020 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD
Life Member * (Return form to retain membership) ------------------------------------Charter Member * (Member #’s 1-350 only) ------------------------------------------------

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$42.00
$57.00
$ --0-$40.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________ _

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society. These generous contributors will be
acknowledged in Central Headlight. Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also renew your membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.

****

Membership #_________________

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip:________________________

Yes

Is this a new address?

No

Country If Outside U.S.A.: ___________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.

Yes

No
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More NYCSHS Archive Products Drives
The NYCSHS archive crew has been busy scanning photos and documents in order to
produce a series of Flash Drives with some of this material recorded. We are very pleased to
continue to offer these Drives to you to help with your research and modeling of the NYC.
Take a couple of minutes to look at some of these products that are available in the
Collinwood Shop. – Computer manufacturers are no longer providing DVD drives with
their computers, so we have begun to offer Archive and NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
Products on 3.0 Flash Drives.

From Horsecars to Interurbans – Oneida Railway Company

CCC&StL (Big Four) Valuation Maps – Full Coverage
These and more can be ordered online in the Collinwood Shop
http://www.NYCSHS.net

NYCentral Modeler
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Tom Long Returns With Some N-Scale B&A Cabooses

In the next issue we will see how Tom models several variations of the NYCS 19000 series cabooses
in N-scale that ran on the Boston & Albany railroad.

Canadian NYCS Modeler, Steve Bratina, Tells of the Rebirth of CASO

Steve took possession of one of the original modules of this modular layout and then took the
initiative to begin to interest others in getting the Canadian Southern club started again. We will see
how he did this in the April 2020 issue.

NYCentral Modeler
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Ron Buser, Retired NYC, PC, CR & CSX Employee Plans a Model Railroad

Ron finds himself by the tracks, waiting for a hot eastbound morning van train and thinks about the
model railroad he might build someday.

Howie Mann Returns With Part 2 of Modeling the “Put”

Howie describes how he conducted the research about the Putnam Division with his good sized
collection of books, personal visits to the rail trail occupying the former railroad, and a You Tube
video showing a RS-3 with a passenger train at the Van Cortland Park station.

NYCentral Modeler
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We are taking 2020 memberships now!!!
Don’t miss out on all of the fun and knowledge available with memberships
in the NYCSHS.
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees.
You find them all.
Click here to join or renew for another year!! http://www.nycshs.net

NYCentral Modeler
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Some of the wonderful excerpts from the New York Central Lines Magazine DVD

These covers from the New York Central Lines Magazine take us back to a time when life was simple
and trains provided the excitement found today on social media.

Photos from the July 1926 NYCL Magazine. These ads and many articles make this NYCSHS DVD
very interesting reading. It is wonderful to be able to learn about the NYC in the days when our
parents and/or grandparents may have ridden or watched the NYC as youngsters.

NYCentral Modeler
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This photo is of the Indiana Harbor Belt Athletic Association’s opening of the 1926 baseball season.
Many of the operating divisions had athletic teams for various sports in this timeframe. The
competitions were fierce and employees played on the teams and employees and their families
gathered to watch the competitions.
New York Central Magazine was published and distributed to the over 100,00 NYC employees. The
covers provide a glimpse of life at that time. The NYCSHS has published a DVD containing all of
the issues of the magazine. It was published from 1919 to 1932 with only a gap of one year during
the coal strike from April 1921 to April 1922. Look for it in the Collinwood Shop www.NYCSHS.net

NYCentral Modeler
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

These poster ads illustrate some of the things that made the NYCS great in years past. The one on the
left illustrates the comfort of taking the train. The one on the right talks about the eminities found
on the NYC passenger trains of that era. Wonderful years for the railroading public.

Fairbanks Morse was one of the producers of NYC locomotives and this is one of the DES-14a (F-M
10-44), # 8800. This is a builder’s photo of the loco painted Pacemaker Green. In the upcoming
NYCSHS DVD NYC Diesel Locomotive Images – FM Switchers there will be many photos of the FM
diesels. Be sure to look at the ad on page 95 for more info in other locomotive DVDs that are
available. It is just one of the many deisel locomotives covered in one of our soon to be available
DVDs .

NYCentral Modeler
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Final Thoughts
By Noel Widdifield

NYCSHS 2020 Convention
50 Year Anniversary of the NYCSCHS
May 14 – May 17, 2020
Cleveland, OH - Holiday Inn, Cleveland South

The upcoming 2020 NYCSHS Convention will be held in Cleveland, OH. The poster pictured reminds
us that it is never too early to begin to think about the next convention. This one promises to
provide exciting tours, presentations, new models and lots of NYCS enthusiasts. The 2019
convention was a huge success and this upcoming one promises to provide lots of excitement too. We
are returning to our roots in Cleveland for the 50th Anniversary Convention. More details on the
website: www.NYCSHS.org

For Details Go To: https://nycshs.org/nycshs-events/
To download a registration form, go to:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/nycshs2020registrationform.pdf
To register online go to: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/ConventionRegistration_c_23.html
NYCentral Modeler
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HO-Scale LS&MS Station Kit
NYCSHS Exclusive

The N-Scale architect is offering a large, laser-cut HO model that includes the roof dormers,
operator’s bay, and walls with decorative brick and stone courses. The stonework is a
separate custom casting while the brick courses are laser-cut into the sides. The resulting 3D
walls will readily accept washes for brick color, mortar lines and weathering.
The largest four-bay HO structure scales to 15.4 x 4 inches on your layout. The smaller twobay building scales to 10 x 3 inches. Add space for trackside platforms AND ROOF
OVERHANG during your planning. We suggest about 3+ inches on each side.
Two Bay: Angola, NY; Bellevue, OH; Delta, OH; Jonesville, MI; Lenawee Jct., MI;
Mishawaka, IN; Mentor, OH; North East, PA; Sturgis, MI; Stryker, OH; Wauseon, OH; White
Pigeon, MI. Three Bay: Tipton, IN. Four Bay: Ashtabula, OH (hybrid); Conneaut, OH;
Franklin, OH; Geneva, OH; Hammond, IN (hybrid); Indiana Harbor, IN; Lafayette, IN;
Ogdensburg, NY (hybrid); Sandusky, OH.
MSRP $161.00. NYCSHS Members $138.00 and that is 20% off MSRP. Exclusive NYCSHS Structure Model
From N-Scale Architect in HO-Scale. Shipping and Ohio state tax for Ohio Residents Will be Added With Final
Payment

The kits are still for sale in the Collinwood Shop!! Only a very limited
quantity still available. Order now!!!
http://www.nycshs.net/The-N-Scale-Architect-HO-Scale-Models_c_121.html

NYCentral Modeler
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AMB HO-Scale NYC Caboose Kits
(Tongue & Groove - Lot 732)

(Lot 732 Pacemaker)

The Lot 732 caboose was built on the steel fish belly frames of 1910 era 36’ boxcars in 1944.
The 50 cabooses in the Lot were numbered 20100-20149. While they look like a standard
19000 series caboose they are longer with a distinctive steel C channel along the bottom of
the body. In 1946, five cabooses were rebuilt with plywood sides, different brake equipment
and were painted gray and crimson for Pacemaker service.
These NYCSHS exclusive HO-scale kits are laser cut and are a joy to build. They are less
trucks but Westerfields Models has the correct trucks. Offered here in the store at:
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html. The kits
come with the decals for the appropriate caboose.
Non-members price is $64.95. NYCSHS Members Price $51.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
New Book From
Morning Sun Books.
Lot’s of NYC Action!!

Railfanning the Northeast 1934 – 1954 Vol. 4 NYC, NH and LIRR
https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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AMB N-Scale NYCS 19000 Wood Caboose Kit

Features: 100% laser-cut components with custom laser-scribed Birch plywood side, end
walls, and cupola; Tab & Slot carbody construction; Peel & Stick windows, doors, and trim
assembly; laser-cut underframe, end platforms, ladders, end railing, hand grabs, window
glazing, truss rods, and brake wheels; cast resin platform steps and brake gear; plastic smoke
jack; custom decals by Tichy Train Group; and fully illustrated instructions that provide
information on painting and decaling the assembled model. No trucks or couplers included.
Non-members price is $37.95. NYCSHS Members Price $30.36 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders_c_165.html

Central Headlight DVD 1970 – 2017

The imagines are on indexable PDF files. The Index can be opened in
any web browser. The price is $39.00 for NYCSHS members and $59.00 for non-members.
Free Shipping.
http://www.nycshs.net/Central-Headlight_c_16.html
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Steam Locomotives of the NYC

Steam Locomotives of the New York Central Lines, Volumes 1 and 2 by William D. Edson and H. L. Vail, Jr., assisted
by Edward L. May. The ultimate authority on all steam and electric locomotives from the DeWitt Clinton of 1831 to
P&LE 9406 of 1948. These books represent a lifetime of research for each of the compilers and are a fitting memorial not
only to the legacy of the New York Central Lines but also to their untiring efforts to preserve that legacy for us all. These
books are full of individual listings for every steam or electric locomotive, including year and month of construction,
builder’s construction number, all known re-classifications and re-numberings, and retirement date, and in many cases
ultimate disposition.
The hardcopy versions of these two books have been out of print for many years. All of our copies of these books have
been sold and they will not be reprinted in the hardcopy version because of the cost of doing so. This softcopy version has
been made available to allow those who never were able to purchase the hardcopy version to have this valuable NYCS
resource. If you have any interest in NYC steam locomotives this is the resource for you.

MSRP and NYCSHS Members Price $59.95
Because of the unique information in these two volumes and
the fact that it was produced by the NYCSHS; the price is the
same for members and non-members.
Free shipping. Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html
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Rapido HO-Scale NYC ALCo PA/PB DC or DCC

The Alco PA series locomotives are considered by many to be the most attractive diesel locomotives ever produced. The
PA locomotives were built by a partnership of American Locomotive and General Electric between 1946 and 1953. They
offered two models, the PA-1 initially followed by the PA-2. Both were powered by Alco’s 16-cylinder 244 diesel engine
generating 2,000 HP in the PA-1 and 2,250 in the PA-2.
The PA locomotives were designed to compete with General Motors’ EMD E-units in the passenger locomotive market.
While one could argue the Alcos won in style, they did not win in reliability. Their 244 prime movers could not unseat the
EMD 567, and the PAs were demoted to secondary service on many lines. Most were retired as passenger service declined
in the 1960s, and nearly all were scrapped.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Correct nose and roof profiles 3D-scanned from the prototype
Loads of roadname-specific details
Non-dynamic brake versions,
Full underbody piping and conduit
Separate grab irons and handrails installed at the factory
Etched-metal grilles, where appropriate
Lit number boards, headlights and green and white class lights
Lit control stands and full cab interior
Operating Gyralite or red Mars light, where appropriate
Rapido’s proven drive system adapted from the FA-2
DCC with a TCS Sound Decoder featuring Rapido’s exclusive Alco 244 sounds, programmed to operate
seamlessly with Rapido’s other sound-equipped locomotives.

View in Collinwood Shop at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Rapido-HOScale_c_119.html
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NYCSHS Backpack or Shoulder Bag

The deluxe backpack has three roomy zippered interior compartments, two outside mesh pockets,
padded shoulder straps for comfortable weight distribution, convenient top loop for quick carrying,
and adjustable straps and buckles for carrying additional items outside the pack.
The shoulder bag has three zipper pouches-two large and one small, a small Velcro pouch and four
pen/pencil pouches under the outside cover. The outside cover has two adjustable plastic snap
closures.
MSRP $25.00. NYCSHS Members’ Price $20.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Memorabilia_c_22.html

New York Central Systems Plaques

Wooden Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing all of the major components of
the NYC railroad. These beautiful works of art are available in a variety of logos of the New
York Central and its subsidiaries. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad
memorabilia room. These are not the flimsy metal logos, but are crafted from wood and
painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being used to decorate the conference room in
the new NYCSHS Headquarters. Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
MSRP $75.00 - $80.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $63.75 - $68.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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Colorful NYC Mohawk and E-8 Three-Dimensional Art

These 24" X 22" Wooden 3-Dimensional NYC Locomotive Plaques are painted
in accurate colors. These beautiful works of art are available in two locomotive
versions. The E-8 is available in Lightning Stripe and Cigar Band in traditional
Black & Silver, Gray & Silver or Green.
Locomotive Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing these NYCS locomotives.
These beautiful works of art are three-dimensional plaques that stand out from the wall and
have working lights. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad memorabilia
room. They are crafted from wood and painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being
used to decorate the conference room in the new NYCSHS Headquarters.
They are sold at train shows and have only just become available to us and are priced at 15%
below retail for NYCSHS members.

MSRP $245.00 - $255.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $216.75 - $208.25
Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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NYC 19000 Tongue and Groove Wood Side or Plywood
Side Caboose Kits (HO-Scale)

Other than the NYC Hudson locomotive, the 19000 series cabooses with their distinctive low cupola
were an icon of the New York Central Railroad. These cabooses lasted from the early 1900s well into
the 1960s.
These models are craftsman kits and require purchase of trucks and couplers that are not included
with the kit. The kits come with a set of decals so that you can number the caboose as you wish.
The MSRP for these kits is $59.95 each, but are offered to NYCSHS members for 20% off at $47.96
each plus shipping and handling costs. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html

HO-Scale Michigan Central Tower Kit
(Expression of Interest)

We are looking into having this MCRR station produced in HO-scale by The N-Scale Architect
who produced our NYC tower kit a couple of years ago. It will be a wood laser cut kit. The kits
would be un-assembled and would be painted by the modeler.
We need to order 100 and if you are interested, send an email to: mackdave@optimum.net
Details at: http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-Structures_c_139.html

NYC Lines Magazine 1919 – 1932 DVD
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The NYC Lines Magazine was published by the railroad starting in February 1919 and continued until
the final edition in October 1932. It was published monthly and distributed to the 100,000 officers
and employees of the New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the
railroad workers, their families and the home communities. It contained articles about the railroad, the
employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad. You will also find hundreds of
ads that will give you understanding of the products shipped by and supplied to the NYC in that
timeframe. It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad
during those years that it was published.
This DVD contains all of the editions of the Magazine published. This is a complete set that was
reproduced from scanned images of each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that research
is very easy. This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCSHS
archive volunteers.
Don't miss out on this history of the NYC Lines as written by the company and for the NYC
employees.
The MSPR is $79.00 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $63.20 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free for US customers but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.
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NYCentral Modeler 2011 – 2018 DVD

The NYCentral Modeler was introduced in 2011 as a free to all, online digital publication
dedicated to the modeling of the NYCS. It is published quarterly and represents some very
fine modeling of the NYCS by both NYCSHS members and non-members. Over the years
the quality of the magazine and the articles in it have greatly improved.
This DVD provides all of the editions published up through 2018 and will be the first in
many of the NYCentral Modeler DVDs that will be offered in the future. It contains all of the
editions of the Magazine published. This is a complete set that was reproduced from
scanned images of each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that research is very
easy. This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the
NYCentral Modeler staff. These past editions are no long available for download from our
website.
Don't miss out on this complete set of NYCentral Modelers produced through 2018. It
contains many wonderful articles about modeling the NYCS and features articles written by
both NYCSHS members and non-members who model the NYCS.
The MSPR is $36.95 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $29.56 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free for US customers but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.
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New York Central Diesel Locomotive Images

These CDs contains a collection of photographs from the NYCSHS archives. They
provide a small number of the several thousand photos that have been scanned by
NYCSHS Archive volunteers over many years. The majority of archive photo
collection comes from the many photos saved when the NYCS merged to become the
Penn Central Railroad. Additional photos came from individual donors of their
collections to the NYCSHS.
These CDs provide excellent photographs for pleasant viewing or provide details for
modeling of these locomotives.

We have several more being assembled and they will soon be added to the collection
of available CDs containing locomotive images. Right now we are working on
Hudsons, Niagaras, 0-8-0s, Fairbanks Morse road engines and switchers.

The MSPR is $79.00 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $55.30
and that is 30% off MSRP.

Shipping is free for US customers but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.
More Locomotive Photo Collection CDs coming soon.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html
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Over 35,000 NYCS Photos and Tens of Thousands of ValMaps are
Available Online Now
These are all Available for Research or Purchase
and are Easily Accessible.
Take a few minutes to browse the photos and/or
ValMaps available by following the instructions
below. Don't miss out on this valuable resource.

To simply view the photo or Val Map
offerings from the NYCSHS, just go to the website
and enjoy.
Click Here to View Photo/ValMap Website
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Check Out The Newest NYCSHS Archive Releases

All New NYCSHS Archive Products Will Be
Release on
USB Flash Drives in Jewel Cases

From Horsecars to Interurbans
Oneida Railway Company By John Taibi
Digital Book

Available at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway
Complete Big Four ValMaps – Digital Map Set
Available at: https://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCSHS-Archive-Products-Photos-andVal-Maps-_c_180.html

These are the first two of our upcoming digital releases on 3.0
drives replacing the DVD format we have used in the past. They
are compatible with all old and new computers using 2.0 or 3.0
USB ports. Plug them into your USB port and they work just
like the DVDs did.
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From Gotham to The Berkshires
(NYC's Harlem Division)
New York Central’s Harlem Division

P.O. Box 383 - Hunter, New York - 12442

$ 64.95

Stony Clove &
Catskill Mt. Press

Stony Clove & Catskill Mountain Press

From Gotham to The Berkshires
New York Central’s Harlem Division

From Gotham to The Berkshires

The story of the old New York & Harlem Railroad began way back in 1831 when
New York City authorized construction of a horse-drawn streetcar system for Manhattan Island. Over the decades this evolved into a major commuter railroad connecting New York State’s upstate communities with the City.
This new book is not a detailed narrative of the New York Central System’s
Harlem Division. Rather it is a photographic look at the history of this railroad that
was the driving force in developing the region along the eastern border of New York
State from New York City to the heart of the Berkshires in Western Massachusetts.
Several noted photographers as well as railroad historians have opened their
collections to us. They are the major source of the nearly 600 images, maps, and
timetables that lie between the covers of this publication. These folks have literally
saved the history of this under-publicized major railroad. We are proud to present
their work within these pages.

John M.
Ham

From Gotham to The Berkshires

WITH

Classic Photos Along “The Old Put”

by John M. Ham

Cover Template.indd 1

5/30/2019 1:04:37 PM

The Story of the old New York & Harlem Railroad began way back in 1831 when New York City
authorized construction of a horse-drawn streetcar system for Manhattan Island that evolved into a
major commuter railroad connecting New York State’s upstate communities with the City.
This new book is not a detailed narrative of the New York Central’s Harlem Division, but a
photographic look at the history of this railroad that was the driving force in developing the regions
of New York State from New York City to the heart of the Berkshires in Massachusetts.
Several noted photographers and railroad historians have opened their collections to us and they are
the major source of the nearly 600 photographs, maps and timetables that lie between the covers of
this publication. These folks have literally saved the history of this under-publicized major railroad
and we are proud to present their work within.

MSRP $64.95 NYCSHS Members' Price Now Reduced to $45.00!
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax
http://www.nycshs.net/Stony-Clove-Catskill-Mountain-Press_c_92.html
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NYCSHS Announces Herron Rail Videos Complete Line of NYC
Videos
Brand New!!!!!

Reflections of the NYC Vol. 2 & 1 - NYC Indiana Division 1956 Vol. 1 & 2

Niagara’s Last Stand - Donald J Krofta’s Steam & Diesel on the NYC Big Four Vol. 1,2, & 3

All of these videos are priced the same.
This is your chance to pick up one or all of these wonderful NYC videos representing
much of the history of our favorite railroad. Many hours of enjoyment available at the
members’ price of 20% off MSRP.
The MSPR is $39.95 and the NYCSHS members’ price is $31.96 and that is 20% off
MSRP.
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-Issued in 1995
Now Available in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00. NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-Drawing-CDs-DVDs_c_17.html

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Year Offerings

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Hats (Lightning Stripe Gray or Black)

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Mugs (Front & Back)

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Beer Stein

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary MTH HO-Scale Pacemaker 50th Anniversary Boxcar
All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html
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NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Year Offerings (Continued)

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Polo Shirt

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary 2020 Calendar

NYCSHS 50th Anniversary Early Bird NYC Jacket
All this and more in the Collinwood Shop 50th Anniversary Items
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-50th-Anniversary-Celebration-_c_196.html
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NYCentral Modeler Final Thoughts
With the coming of winter, we are entering a very important year for the NYCSHS. Seventy years ago a few exemployees of the NYCS decided that an organization needed to be formed to preserve the memory of that great
railroad they had worked on for many years. From that small beginning, the Society has grown and expanded its
mission so that the wonderful tradition of the railroad has bee preserved for the many members who are with us
today.
Over the years NYCS modelers have been a big part of the Society. Today, almost all of our new members are
modelers and many never rode or even saw the NYC in action. This magazine was established back in 2011 to allow
members to contribute to the ongoing tradition of the railroad by sharing their modeling of the railroad. Much of the
work in our archive is focused on producing material to help our modelers recreate the railroad in miniature as
accurately as possible.
Over the years, the pages of this magazine have been filled with all aspects of the railroad, recreated in miniature form.
There have been articles showcasing layouts, detailing construction projects, showcasing NYC models, and revealing
plans for future models or layouts. All of these have allowed the NYC to live on in miniature.
The magazine has brought together a group of NYC modelers that have formed a very active Modeling Committee
that has allowed us to offer many new NYCS models that might never have been created. It has allowed us to also
bring together some experts on the railroads, which have provided input to creating new models and providing critical
reviews of models offered by manufacturers.
We have been privileged to present NYCS modeling in all scales over the years. There have been articles on Z-, N-,
HO-, S-, O-, Large Scale, and even the larger scales in our issues. It has been wonderful to see some of the very fine
modeling done in each of these scales.
The Society has conducted several modeling surveys over the years to determine the interest in modeling by our
members. These surveys have told us that we are doing a good job of supporting NYC modeling and have provided
direction to our efforts to improve the products offered by manufacturers of NYC models. They have also revealed that
a large percentage of our members are modelers. A recent review of the last two modeling surveys by the Modeling
Committee is helping them understand the direction they should be taking with developing new models for us.
The first two NYCSHS Modelers’ Minis have been very successful in bringing together NYC modeling members to
hear and discuss modeling issues for the Society. Two more planned ones in widely separated geographic areas will
provide future forums for NYC modelers in those areas.
Modeling presentations at our annual conventions have allowed modeling topics to be showcased at these events and
have allowed modeling members to get to know each other better. The 2020 convention has many modeling topics
being presented there.
The future of the Society is in the hands of NYC modelers. By recreating the NYC in miniature form, we keep the
railroad alive and interesting to those who have never seen or even heard of the railroad before. We modelers are now
carrying the torch for the future of the Society. So, it is important that you get more involved by providing us with
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those articles and photos we are always asking for. In our 50th anniversary year this is even more important than
before.
As I reminded you in the last edition, all of the exciting NYCSHS things that are happening can only happen if we have
enough volunteers to make them happen. We have a core group of archive volunteers, the modeling committee
members, the volunteer staffs of the Central Headlight and NYCentral Modeler staffs, the Collinwood Shop director, the
NYCSHS shipping agent and the NYCSHS directors. We have recently added a few more volunteers who will replace
some of our long-time ones who have moved away. But we need more help if we are to continue to provide the events,
educational material, preservation, and services we continue to expand. We especially need some more volunteers
with the ability to use some of the modern computer applications in databases, Adobe products, and website
development and maintenance. Of course, we can always use more help with the more mundane tasks like scanning,
date recording and organizing material. Give some thought to volunteering to help us out. Send an email to
NYCSHS@verizon.net to let us know you want to be a more active part of this exciting organization.
And as I explain in each edition, we also need your photos and articles. We can only publish what you provide to us.
We get very positive feedback about the NYCentral Modeler each edition, so we must be doing a good job, but we
cannot publish what we don’t have from you. There is so much fine NYCS modeling being done but it isn’t being
shared with the rest of us if you don’t send us those articles and photos.
Please take a few minutes to consider doing an article for us. We will help you with doing it. We have material that
will help you along. In an earlier issue, I wrote an article about how to write an article. Take a look at that article
(1stQtr 2017) and contact us about sharing your modeling with all of us. Our send me an email and I will forward you
a copy of that article. All of our editions from 2011 through 2018 are now available on the NYCentral Modeler 2011- 2018
DVD for sale in the Collinwood Shop. Be sure to purchase a copy so that you have all of those.
We need you to help us continue the work of the Society by volunteering to join us in the work of the Society. Now is
the time to get up from the couch and tell us you are willing to be part of the future of the Society. Send me an email or
give me a call and join the fun and excitement that is the NYCSHS.
Of course we are very interested in your thoughts on this and you can always send me an email with those thoughts or
climb aboard as a volunteer to NYCBigFour@verizon.net or 703-407-3059.

The photo is one of the thousands of
photos available in our NYCSHS
Photo and Val Map Website. If you
haven’t checked it out do it now and
browse through all of the photos we
have digitized over the last few
years.

Thanks, Noel
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Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory. Do your part.

Preview Of 2nd
Quarter 2020 issue

If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help
but be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.
You also should have been impressed with all of the things we are
doing to help you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great
articles from many of you in all scales. We note that several other
Historical Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of
production from lack of member articles. Don’t let that happen to
us.
We really do need your help to keep all of the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to
members. We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need
some people to work with us on the Modeling Committee. We could
use more help in the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the website
and the Collinwood Shop, and someone with some strong IT
knowledge to help with the Headquarters’ IT upgrades.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why
not join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
really worthwhile. Just do it!!! NYCSHS@verizon.net

Tom Long shows us how to
model a B&A wood caboose
in N-Scale in the next issue.
Always looking for
good articles and
photos for the 2nd Qtr.
2020 edition. Let us see
your handiwork.

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

Seth Lakin leaves the NYC cabooses
behind as he details a NYC freight
house.
As we continue in the winter modeling season, the NYCHS would
very much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will
be released in the 2nd Qtr. 2020 edition. You should still be doing a
little with your layout or modeling during these fall months. If you
will be building things for your railroad or running your trains, this
would be a good time to take some photos and do an article for us. We
really would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We
offer a good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if
you don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of
your layout. We need them for all of our publications, but to make the
next one, send them to us by Feb 15, 2020. NYCSHS@verizon.net
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And
Bob Shaw continues his feature,
“NYCS O-Gauge Model Railroading”
in the April 1, 2020 edition.
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